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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The goal of this policy report is the evaluation of the potential and supporting the positioning of stationary fuel cell and hydrogen (FCH) energy applications in the EU energy policy. We found that the
potential, i.e. the contribution of FCH technologies to the energy supply, and the positioning, i.e.
benefits of FCH technologies, decisively depend on the boundary conditions these technologies and
pathways are facing. With low natural gas prices, low carbon prices and low share of renewable
power generation, low R&D investments, and without particular (financial) support schemes for FCH
technologies, stationary FCH applications remain marginal and unfavourable. Benefits of FCH technologies regarding CO2 emissions and flexibility only occur with high carbon prices and with a large
share of renewable power generation.
The evaluation was based on a Microsoft Excel-based merit ranking tool developed for the assessment of the merits of different FCH technologies and pathways for stationary applications. It takes
into account twelve hydrogen production technologies, four types of hydrogen storage, six variants
of T&D of hydrogen, five heat and eight power applications. These technologies are combined to a
large set of four-step FCH pathways which represent the energy chain from hydrogen generation
technologies to FCH applications. Seven technological, economic, environmental and social merits
are considered, which allow the user to explore the pros and cons of the FCH technologies and
pathways. There is usually no absolute best alternative – as in most real world decisions.
To gain more insights on energy system aspects, three scenarios studies on different geographical
levels (global, European, national) were analysed. The evaluated scenarios studies find significant
deployment of FCH technologies and pathways only past 2025. Large deployment is dependent on a
high carbon price and the strong use of hydrogen in mobility. Strategic support of FCH technologies
and pathways is found to be needed due to the new infrastructure and the R&D investment required.
The current policy in the EU aims at stringent greenhouse gas emission targets, which should be
achieved via an increasing carbon price and – thus – the deployment of more renewable energies.
Under such boundary conditions, stationary FCH applications can provide benefits to the energy system in terms of low carbon energy supply and increased flexibility to cope with intermittent renewable energies. Based on the evaluation of FCH technologies and pathways with the merit ranking tool
and in existing scenario studies a strategic push of the EU energy policies seems to be necessary to
realise these benefits.
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I. INTRODUCTION
I.A. Background
Today, hydrogen is mostly used as industrial feedstock, e.g. in petrochemistry for refining, in ammonia production for fertilizers, and in methanol production [1]. Large-scale use of hydrogen has
started with the Haber-Bosch process ammonia production in the first half of the 20 th century [2].
Today, approximately 96% of the global hydrogen production is from fossil energy carriers (49%
natural gas, 29% liquid hydrocarbons, 18% coal), only 4% stem from electrolysis or other byproduct processes [3].
One of the first applications of hydrogen as an energy vector was in space applications: From the
sixties to nowadays, hydrogen has been used in fuel cells to provide electricity for space ships, e.g.
during the GEMINI and APOLLO space programs and in the space shuttles. Liquid hydrogen is combusted in rocket engines, for example in the ARIANE rockets, because combustion of hydrogen provides a high specific impulse [4].

Box 1: Niches for fuel cell and hydrogen applications
Examples of today’s niche markets for fuel cell and hydrogen (FCH) energy applications are as
follows:


In military, fuel cells provide power by furtive means due to the low heat and noise signature of these systems.



Silent and inodorous off-grid fuel cell power generators are used for outdoor shooting or
filming.



Portable FCH applications include hand tools, smart devices, and sport devices. The company myFC in Sweden (www.myfcpower.com) for example provides portable chargers for
cell

phones.

Other

companies

providing

similar

applications

are

Paxitech

(www.paxitech.com) and Pragma Industries in France (www.pragma-industries.com).


Mobile minibars, which are circulated through the trains of the Swiss railway, are powered
by fuel cells [5].

New fuel cell and hydrogen (FCH) technologies and applications for the energy sector have been
developed for about a decade, e.g. electrolysers, methanation and micro combined heat and power
(mCHP) plants with fuel cells. Research & Development (R&D) projects for innovative FCH technologies and applications are unevenly distributed around the world: Some countries such as Japan,
South Korea, US and Germany are leaders in demonstration projects and commercialization due to
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proactive national incentives and funding. The strengths and weaknesses of different world regions
regarding FCH technologies were previously assessed by the INSIGHT_E consortium (see Box 2).

Box 2: FCH research in different world regions
Table I-I provides an overview of the geographical allocation of strengths and weaknesses regarding patents (●), publications (○ ) and industry key players (◊) for fuel cell and hydrogen
(FCH) technologies and applications. The analysis was established within INSIGHT_E [6].
Table I-I: Strengths and weaknesses of FCH research by region and category [6]

Category

Europe

USA

China

Japan

Novel materials and
components for fuel
cell and hydrogen
technologies

●●

●●●

●●

●●

○

○

Fuel cell electric vehicles

●●

●●●

●

●

○○

○○

○

○○○○

◊
◊

○○○○

○○

◊

◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

S.Korea

Others

●

●●

○

◊

○○

●

●●

○

○○

The study concludes as follows:
“The overall strength of the EU in terms of patents is moderate across all categories. In
terms of publications it is moderate to strong, although it is a bit lacking in the category
of artificial photosynthesis. As for the number of key industrial players, the position of the
EU varies from industry to industry. In the industry of sustainable advanced biofuels, the
EU has no key players, in the hydrogen and fuel cells industry it has three key industry
players, and in the advanced alternative fuels, it has six key players. Overall it has a weak
to moderate position in terms of key industry players.”

FCH applications in the energy sector are applied for mobile (transport) or stationary (heat and
power) purposes as indicated in Figure I-I. Stationary FCH applications can be categorized by the
provided energy service:




Power
o

Grid electricity

o

Off-grid / Back-up power

Heat
o

Industrial heat

o

Building heat
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Figure I-I: Schematic representation of the major FCH technologies and applications in the energy system. The
sub-system indicated by the dashed border is considered in this policy report (i.e. transport and industrial applications are excluded).

In comparison with FCH applications for mobility, stationary FCH applications can have the following
advantages:


lower power and energy density required



lower ramping rates required



less vibrations to be withstood



co-generation with heat as valuable co-product possible



no buffer battery needed (exception: back-up systems)



less stringent tank safety requirements



no precautionary measures for accidents (crashes) required
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I.B. Motivation
Stationary FCH technologies and applications are considered as potentially significant elements in a
future low-carbon energy system in the medium- to long-term perspective. In this context, frequently discussed topics include hydrogen production from intermittent renewables for energy storage (seasonal or daily), ancillary services for the electricity grid, and blending of hydrogen in natural
gas pipelines. The main motivation of the regions listed in Table I-I for investing in FCH technologies
and pathways are expected merits with respect to mitigation of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
and local air pollution, high energy efficiency, reduction of fossil fuel dependency, and promotion of
exports. Thus, the integration of stationary FCH technologies in the future energy system is highly
relevant for today’s energy policy-making.
To evaluate whether the aforementioned merits are realisable, a detailed assessment of the merits
of FCH technologies and their concatenation into FCH pathways (as indicated in Figure I-I) – also in
comparison with conventional technologies and pathways – is required. Such an assessment is the
basis for optimal decision-making processes and for the design of sound energy policies. The evaluation of the role of FCH technologies and pathways in the future energy system is thus driven by current energy policy needs which motivate the present policy report on the assessment of FCH pathways for energy applications.

Box 3: FCH technologies and applications in the EU policy
Within the EU energy policies, FCH related topics are integrated in DG ENER [7]. FCH Research & Development (R&D) activities are financed through a private-public partnership, the
FCH Joint Undertaking, which is financed in case of energy applications by DG ENER & RTD
and in case of transport applications by DG MOVE & RTD [8].

I.C. Goal and Scope
The goal of the study is to evaluate the potential of stationary FCH energy applications in order to
position them in the EU energy policy. The evaluation consists of two parts: a) Technology assessment of FCH technologies and pathways based on a set of merits. b) Energy systems analyses based
on existing scenario studies. Two different time horizons are considered: short- to mid-term (202030) and a mid- to long-term (2040-50).
For the technology assessment, a comprehensive and flexible merit ranking tool (in Microsoft Excel)
allows to compare FCH technologies and pathways. Technologies and pathways are ranked based on
the merits under a set of general assumptions (CO2 price etc.), and contrasted with conventional
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(non-hydrogen) technologies and pathways that provide the same energy service. Weights, i.e.
preferences between the merits, are not taken into account in the merit ranking tool, so no complete
(overall) ranking of the alternatives is generated. Weights are highly subjective and thus left to the
decision-maker for her ex-post analysis. Nevertheless, in Box 4 (p.83, section III.F.2), we provide
an example of a possible weighting scheme based on Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA).
Complementary to the aforementioned comparative assessment of FCH technologies and pathways,
the prospects of FCH technologies and pathways are also evaluated from an energy system perspective. This evaluation is based on existing energy system analyses that use large-scale energysystem models (i.e. data from the comparative assessment is not directly used).
The policy report concludes with policy recommendations. While FCH applications in the transport
sector are not in the scope of this study, advantages resulting from synergies between transport
applications and stationary heat and power applications are discussed (e.g. enabling of larger hydrogen production facilities). Non-energy sectors (e.g. industrial use) are not considered.
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II. FUEL CELL AND HYDROGEN TECHNOLOGIES AND APPLICATIONS
This chapter gives an overview of the chain from the production of hydrogen down to the provision
of energy services with FCH applications. The chain includes: hydrogen production from different
resources (II.A), hydrogen storage (II.B), hydrogen transport (II.C), fuel cell technologies (II.D),
and FCH applications (II.E).
The processes are characterized as:


state-of-the-art: mature today



mid-term: mature around 2030



long-term: mature around 2050

II.A. Hydrogen Production
Hydrogen production processes can be subdivided into the following categories according to the US
DOE [9]. They are described in more detail in the subsequent sections.


Thermochemical Processes (see II.A.1)



Electrolytic Processes (see II.A.2)



Direct Solar Water Splitting Processes (see II.A.3)



Biological Processes (see II.A.4)



Waste / By-product Hydrogen (see II.A.5)

II.A.1. Thermochemical Processes
The thermochemical processes encompass the following types of technologies. Hydrogen is either
gained from hydrocarbons for the first four processes or water for the last process.


Natural gas reforming (state-of-the-art)



Coal gasification (state-of-the-art)



Biomass gasification (state-of-the-art)



Biomass-derived liquid reforming (mid-term)



Solar thermochemical hydrogen (long-term)

Steam-Methane Reforming and Partial Oxidation are two options for natural gas reforming. The former requires high-temperature (700-1000 °C) steam and high pressure (3-25 bar). Steam-Methane
Reforming requires heat, i.e. the reaction is endothermic. Partial Oxidation instead is exothermic,
but produces one third hydrogen per unit of fuel input. During this process methane is reacted with
less than the stoichiometric amount of oxygen. The natural gas reforming technologies are mature
and currently the dominant hydrogen production process.
Coal gasification is a process in which the fuel reacts with oxygen and steam under high pressures
and temperatures. The syngas (mixture of carbon monoxide and H2) is further reacted through the
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water-gas shift reaction to a stream of carbon dioxide and hydrogen. The high concentration of CO2
in the flue gas facilitates the efficient application of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) technology.
Biomass gasification is based on the same principle as coal gasification, i.e. it runs without combustion. Combined with CCS it offers the opportunity for negative net CO2 emissions (assuming carbon
neutral biomass harvesting). Biomass gasification technology is mature and can utilize various biogenic resources such as corn stover, wheat straw, forest residues, switchgrass, willow trees, organic
municipal waste and animal waste. Alternatively, biomass can be used to derive liquids (e.g. ethanol
and bio-oils) which can be transported more easily than the biomass resource. The biomass-derived
liquids can subsequently be reformed to hydrogen. This so-called biomass-derived liquid reforming is
similar to the natural gas reforming process.
Thermochemical water splitting is based on either concentrated solar power or waste heat from advanced nuclear reactors. With the high temperature, a series of chemical reactions is started to split
water and produce hydrogen. Numerous different cycles have been addressed in research, e.g. twostep cerium oxide thermal cycle and "hybrid" copper chloride cycle. Just as the biomass processes,
thermochemical water splitting has potentially low CO2 emissions.
II.A.2. Electrolytic Processes
In the electrolysis process, water is split into hydrogen and oxygen. There are Polymere Electrolyte
Membrane (PEM), Alkaline and Solid Oxide electrolysers (at prototype level). Their size ranges from
small or distributed generation to large, central plants. PEM and alkaline electrolysis are commercial
technologies and can yield low-carbon hydrogen when coupled with low-carbon electricity generation.
II.A.3. Direct Solar Water Splitting Processes
Among the photochemical processes, there are two categories:


Photoelectrochemical processes (long-term)



Photobiological processes (long-term)

Photoelectrochemical processes use sunlight and semiconductors, i.e. photochemical materials, to
produce hydrogen from water. Photobiological processes instead use microorganisms (e.g. green
microalgea) with sunlight to produce hydrogen from water (or organic matter). Both pathways have
the potential for low-carbon hydrogen generation.
II.A.4. Biological Processes
In addition to the photobiological process mentioned in section II.A.3, there is:


Microbial biomass conversion (mid- to long term)

This process is based on microorganisms which digest biomass (e.g. refined sugar, corn stover and
wastewater) and release hydrogen. It is also called “dark fermentation” as no sunlight is required.
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Both processes are based on (possibly) abundant resources and allow for low-carbon hydrogen production due to the biogenic feedstock.
II.A.5. Waste / By-product Hydrogen
Generally, by-product H2 from chemical plants is used due to its heating value and sold for the production of heat and/or power. But today by-product H2 is more and more used in chemical or petrochemical plants (e.g. heavy fuels conversion). Scarcely, it is also used as energy carrier in fuel cells
(e.g. by Solvay [10]).
The Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Association lists the following waste hydrogen sources [11]:


Waste biomass (via biogas)



Chlor-alkali plants



Reduction furnaces



Petrochemistry

The first option is based on biogas produced from waste streams of waste water treatment, food and
beverage processing, crop farms, animal feed facilities, and municipal landfills. The biogas can be
reformed to produce H2.
In the second and third case, hydrogen is the by-product of the production of chemicals like chlorine
or of reduction furnace operation. Finally, hydrogen can also be a petrochemistry by-product from
high temperature fuel cells.
II.A.6. Market Situation Today
Today, 60 million tons of hydrogen are produced worldwide; the European production is 8.8 Mt [12].
The main actors in the global H2 production are gas manufacturers such as Air Liquide, Linde or Air
Product.
More than 95% of hydrogen is currently produced from fossil energies (natural gas, oil, coal; see
I.B) and thus from processes generating CO2. But with the growing deployment of renewable energy
generation such as photovoltaics or wind energy, more and more low-carbon hydrogen production
solutions appear on the market. Among them, water electrolysis is a promising solution with two
mature technologies: Alkaline and PEM electrolysers (see II.A.2). Alkaline electrolysis is the most
mature and widely-developed technology in industry. Nowadays, several companies provide their
customers with high power units of several MW allowing hydrogen production of up to 1400 Nm3
H2/h with a single electrolyser stack [13]. Among them are companies such as NEL hydrogen in
Norway, ELB Elektrolysetechnik in Germany, Hydrogenics in Canada and McPhy in France with subsidiaries in Germany (formerly Enertrag) and in Italy (formerly PIEL).
PEM electrolysis is less mature than Alkaline technology and allows for lower power ranges up to
about 1 MW rated stack capacity using a single electrolyser stack [13]. But the technology is more
suited for coupling with intermittent renewable energies due its flexibility with respect to the power
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input. The main actors with respect to this technology are Siemens in Germany, ITM Power in the
UK, Proton OnSite in the US, Hydrogenics in Canada, and AREVA H2Gen in France.

II.B. Hydrogen Storage
According to US DOE [9], hydrogen storage options include:


gaseous storage tanks



insulated liquid tanks



underground (bulk) storage

Gaseous storage is based on high pressure (200-700 bar) storage tanks manufactured from metals
or polymer liners reinforced by carbon fibres. Liquid storage is common for large quantities of hydrogen and needs cryogenic conditions (-253 °C). For large-scale deployment of hydrogen technologies, underground storage in salt caverns and aquifer structures is envisioned [14] [15] [16] [17]
[18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23]. Underground bulk storage enables handling the variations in hydrogen demand over the year.
Additionally, hydrogen can be stored (and transported) in solids such as metal hydrides (see II.C.3).

II.C. Hydrogen Transport
Hydrogen transport and delivery is required to transport hydrogen from its production site to the
end user. The following delivery options are mentioned by US DOE [9]:






Gaseous hydrogen (see II.C.1)
o

Pipeline

o

High pressure trucks

Liquid hydrogen (see II.C.2)
o

Trucks or trains

o

Tankers (see II.C.3)

Other technologies
o

Novel carriers

II.C.1. Gaseous Transport
For long distances and large volumes, transmission pipelines for gaseous hydrogen are costefficient. Today, there are 1500 km in Europe and 1150 km in US in operation. The technology is
very similar to the one used for natural gas. Nevertheless, converting existing natural gas pipelines
into hydrogen pipelines may require substantial modifications. The polymer grid is not suitable for
pure H2 due to the high permeation of H2. Also, present domestic appliances are not designed to be
used with pure H2 instead of methane.
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Duplicating (even partially) the gas network is expected to be very expensive. Thus, retrofitting the
gas supply to take hydrogen is a longer term option (Table II-I). On the contrary, blending of hydrogen up to 15% by volume [24] in natural gas pipelines is expected to require only modest modifications (Table II-II). Today, 5% by volume has already been allowed in German natural gas pipelines [25].
E4Tech / UCL [26] estimate cost for the necessary conversion of a house to be between €4000 and
€5000, although this will be highly dependent on number of gas-using appliances. Some costs would
also be associated with pressure testing household pipes and fitting an excess flow valve. At the
system level, there will be the need to either re-purpose the existing gas infrastructure (in the UK
this is effectively being done by replacement of iron with polyethylene (PE)) or to build new hydrogen infrastructure. For a new infrastructure, a simplistic approach is to estimate the cost as the
equivalent methane pipeline cost + 20% [27], although the H2A study [28] assumes only a 10%
cost increase.
Instead, hydrogen can also be compressed to more than 180 bar and transported in steel or composite storage tanks on trucks. Railcars, ships, and barges are currently uneconomic for gaseous hydrogen transport. This situation may change due to the recent development of tanks which can carry
large volumes of highly pressurised hydrogen and which have been certified by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO tanks).
II.C.2. Liquid Transport
Liquid hydrogen transport is more economic than gaseous hydrogen transport for long distances due
to the larger amount of hydrogen which can be transported. It is also favourable for the transport of
large hydrogen volumes in the absence of pipelines. For liquid transport, gaseous hydrogen is cooled
to -253°C in liquefaction plants. Significant energy losses occur during liquefaction (more than 30%
of the energy content of the hydrogen) and evaporation (boil-off), particularly when using small
tanks.
II.C.3. Other Technologies
Among other technological developments at research stage, there are chemical hydrogen carriers
based on metal hydrides, carbon or other nanostructures. For hydrogen transport, the respective
chemical compound is hydrided and dehydrided after the transport.
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Table II-I: 100% H2 supply (based on information provided in [26])
Technology

100% hydrogen in distribution system

Purpose

Replacement of natural gas for heating / cooking. For hydrogen combustion in boilers, this can either be a
conventional high temperature flame or a low temperature catalytic combustion.

Supply

Network supply. Potential to use re-purposed gas network or new dedicated H2 infrastructure. The use of polyethylene (PE) pipe for hydrogen has been fully validated in the EU with no “adverse long-term effects on antioxidants, polymer structure or the mechanical performance of the polymer pipe” [29]. A system would be
needed to fully odorise hydrogen.

Scale

Community level and upwards

Status

Domestic and commercial hydrogen burning appliances are rare due to the absence of demand.

Industry players

Current products are restricted to boilers e.g. the H2ydroGEM, the Catalytic Combustor from Giacomini of Italy,
various catering appliances from Almass Technologies and other products produced in the USA.

Commercial deployment

Not envisioned prior to 2025, except in pilot projects

Barriers

- Public perception of hydrogen safety – an information programme on the safety of hydrogen would be required.
- Conversion of the network from natural gas to hydrogen
- Conversion of the connected appliances to hydrogen
- Organisation of conversion process
- A suitable funding mechanism
- The appliance market needs reassurance that hydrogen will be rolled out.
- Hydrogen purity standards

Alternative technology

100% natural gas (or biogas)
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Table II-II: H2 blend in gas supply (based on information provided in [26])

1

Technology

Blend H2 into gas supply

Purpose

General gas supply, e.g. for heating in buildings

Supply

Hydrogen production site, and ability to inject into distribution system

Status

Injection of hydrogen into a NG pipeline has been trialled on the Island of Ameland off the Netherland’s coast.
Injection of hydrogen is also occurring in Germany and in France, although to date absolute levels are low
(typically about 2% by volume i.e. 0.6% by energy) although higher levels may occur on specific lines delivering gas to known destinations, often industrial or commercial estates rather than domestic housing.

Industry players

Currently Germany is most active with several sites that produce hydrogen and inject it into the natural gas
grid (EON project Falkenhagen, Thüga Project Frankfurt [30] [31])1, especially where the feed is used by a
particular industrial site and hence hydrogen injection levels are not limited by CNG/CHP on the same grid
section.

Commercial deployment

Some additional deployment pre-2025

Barriers

- Difficulties in maintaining concentration if flow rate / pressure are variable (too high: risk to newer appliances / too low: risks of excess CO)
- Variation in the ratio of H2 and natural gas (i.e. change of the LHV of the mixture) could affect the equipment (efficiency, durability).

Alternative technology

100% natural gas (or biogas)

These are Power-to-Gas projects using electrolysis to transform renewable electricity into hydrogen, which is then injected into the gas
supply (see also II.E.4).
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II.D. Fuel Cell Technologies
Fuel cells are devices that convert fuels into electricity. Because the process works using electrochemistry, it is not limited by the Carnot efficiency and thus has the potential to operate with theoretical efficiencies of over 80% (up to 55-60 % for electrical efficiency) [32]. Despite the high operating efficiency, fuel cells do produce heat, which can also be used in combined heat and power
(CHP) applications.
In the simplest form, fuel cells consist of two electrodes (anode and cathode) and an electrolyte that
form a cell when joined together. A schematic of a fuel cell is shown in Figure II-I. One electrode
(here on the left side) separates the fuel into an ion and an electron using a catalyst. The ion is then
passed through the electrolyte to reach the other electrode. The electron is unable to pass through
the electrolyte and thus is passed through an external circuit to do work on a load before being recombined with the ion and an oxidant over a catalyst to form water on the second electrode (right).

Figure II-I: Schematic diagram of a fuel cell [33]

Fuel cells are typically defined by their ion conducting electrolyte material. For example, a Solid Oxide Fuel Cell is thus named because it uses an electrolyte made out of a solid ceramic material that
is permeable to O2- (oxide) ions. This information, combined with working temperature, electrode
material, and fuel are described for the most common fuel cell types in Table II-III.
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Table II-III: Fuel cell types [32].
PEFCa

AFCb

PAFCc

SOFCd

MCFCe

Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell

Alkaline Fuel
Cell

Phosphoric Acid
Fuel Cell

Solid Oxide Fuel
Cell

Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell

Polymer

KOH

H3PO4

Oxide conducting ceramic

Li2CO3

<100°C

<200°C

150-220°C

600-1000°C

600-700°C

Positive
electrode

Pt supported on
C

Ni or Pt supported on C

Pt supported on
C

Sr-doped LaMnO3

Lithiated NiO

Negative
electrode

Pt supported on
C

Ni or Pt supported on C

Pt supported on
C

Ni- or Co- doped
YSZ cermet

Sintered Ni-Cr
and Ni-Al alloys

Fuel
Reformer

External

External

External

Internal or
external

Internal

Full name
Electrolyte
Temperature
range

a

PEFC = Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell. bAFC = Alkaline Fuel Cell. cPAFC = Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell. dSOFC =

Solid Oxide Fuel Cell. eMCFC = Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell.

These cells are then grouped together to form a stack, which is the heart of a fuel cell system. Additionally, a fuel cell stack requires a Balance of Plant (BoP) that contains pumps, blowers, heat exchangers etc. (see Figure II-II).

Figure II-II: Schematic diagram of a fuel cell system (PEFC) [34]
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Figure II-II shows a schematic of a fuel cell system based on the Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell technology. The BoP is different for each fuel cell stack technology, but includes systems to control air,
fuel, exhaust, and heat flows to and from the fuel cell system. Fuel cell BoP requirements also depend on application of the fuel cell system. The water from leaving the stack is recycled in a loop.
The following four sections describe the fuel cell technologies described in Table II-III (without AFC)
in detail.
II.D.1. Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cells
Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cells (PEFC) are low temperature fuel cells that operate on pure hydrogen
and air or oxygen. Methane can also be used as a fuel source if it is reformed into hydrogen before
entering the fuel cell. Because of the low operating temperature, PEFCs are very flexible in their operation and have short start-up times. These systems can be built in a compact way, and usually are
built between 0.1 kW and 1MW. PEFC are often implemented in off-grid back-up power applications,
as CHP plants for residential applications and in fuel cell vehicles.
About 0.5-0.8 g platinum is used as the catalyst per kW PEFC in stationary applications. It is one of
the major contributors to cost2 and environmental burdens. Reducing the amount of platinum in the
fuel cell and at the same time maintaining lifetime and performance are current research topics. A
further research topic is decreasing the thickness of the polymer membrane electrolyte, which improves performance (i.e. reduces internal resistance), while increasing its durability. PEFCs are
among the most promising fuel cell types.
Major suppliers of stationary PEFCs include Panasonic, Toshiba, Ballard, Hydrogenics, Baxi Innotech,
and Elcore.
II.D.2. Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells
Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells (PAFC) are relatively low temperature fuel cells, operating around 200°C
on pure hydrogen and air. Methane and other hydrocarbons are commonly used as a fuel source to
prepare hydrogen in an external reformer. PAFCs were the first fuel cells to be commercialized, and
thus are the most mature. However, their efficiency is comparatively low and their power density is
also quite low. Therefore, they are typically only used in larger stationary systems up to 10 MW and
well-suited for large CHP plants. The lifetime of PAFC is not a problem, thus most research on these
fuel cells involves decreasing costs.
The main suppliers are Doosan (USA, formerly ClearEdge Power) and N2telligence (Germany) in
partnership with Fuji Electric (Japan)

2

This depends strongly on the application. In automotive applications the Platinum costs can make up 10-50%
of the stack costs. For stationary applications this is less due to lower power density requirements. Actual
commercial data has proved difficult to obtain.
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II.D.3. Solid Oxide Fuel Cells
Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC) are high temperature fuel cells, operating between 600°C and 1000°C.
Because of the high operating temperature, hydrocarbon fuels can be internally reformed to hydrogen with high efficiency. However, this high operating temperature leads to start-up times on the
order of several hours meaning that SOFCs are best suited to stationary, base load applications.
Applications can range in size from 1 kW to 250 kW3, and are mostly foreseen to be used in CHP
configuration to make use of the waste heat.
SOFCs do not need expensive platinum catalysts and thus have the potential to become very cost
effective in the future. However, the high temperature also leads to issues of durability in other
components, which is a major research topic. But the high operating temperature leads to the possibility of expanding exhaust gases in a heat engine to further increase efficiency (combined cycle),
which is expected to become commercially available in the coming decades for larger systems4 [35].
The main suppliers are Sunfire in Germany, Bloom Energy in the US and Convion in Finland, but also
Valliant, Hexis, Sunfire, Solid Power, and Kyosera.
II.D.4. Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells
Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells (MCFC) are high temperature fuel cells, operating around 600-650°C.
Because of this high temperature, they are capable of internally reforming many fuels (i.e. natural
gas, biogas, gasoline) and are quite resistant to impurities. They also do not require platinum catalysts. System sizes are typically above 100 kW up to 10 MW 5 for stationary applications in CHP configuration. Due to the high temperature, start-up times are on the order of several hours MCFCs are
also quite mature and were among the first types of fuel cells to be commercialized. Current research for MCFC systems focusses mostly on improving lifetime of the stack. Additional research
includes ways to use the waste heat to further increase system efficiency, such as by attaching a
Rankine cycle steam turbine. MCFC offer a highly flexible way to reduce CO2 emissions and providing
more efficient energy by making use of both fossil and renewable sources.
After several years of research programs and extensive demonstration (e.g. in California), MCFCbased systems are now appearing in commercial ventures of multiple megawatts, providing clean
energy to commercial and small-/mid-size industrial customers all over the world.
MCFCs are a key technology for stationary applications, especially in the size of hundreds to thousands of kilowatts, which is a very interesting power range in view of the increasing decentralization
of energy supply and the increased need for high-quality power independent of the grid. MCFC
plants are suited for a wide variety of markets and applications, spanning industrial, institutional and
3

The biggest systems are from Bloom Energy but built of several units of the same system.
Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems (MHPS) is developing a combined power generation system by combining a
solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC), which is a fuel cell that can operate at high temperature, with other power generation systems including gas turbines [69].
5
Commercial units are regularly built at around 3 MW. A recent installation featured 21 units totalling 59 MW,
which are installed in a park in Korea [70]. A 360 MW plant planned in 2018 by Posco Energy.
4
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utility customers. Applications where MCFC systems are already being used are onsite applications
(food and drink processing, hospitals, hotel and manufacturing, colleges and universities, utilities)
and grid support.
The main suppliers for MCFC are Fuel Cell Energy in the US, and its Korean partner POSCO Energy.
II.D.5. Market Situation Today
Hydrogen and fuel cells can address any field of application from small portable device below 10 W
up to large industrial facilities over 10 MW. In 2015, more than 200 MW fuel cell systems were installed for stationary applications such as prime power, back-up power (including indoor and outdoor
power for telecommunication), residential CHP plants, other CHP plants, remote monitoring and
sensing (Figure II-III). The majority of the remaining fuel cell capacities are used in the transport

MW

sector (cars, buses, forklifts, APU, marine, aerospace, etc.)

Figure II-III: Megawatts shipped by application 2010-2015 [36]

The large players in the global fuel cell market are:


FuelCell Energy (FCE; USA) is the global leader in the manufacturing and commercialization
of electric power generation by fuel cell technology. Their manufacturing plant has a capacity
of 90 MW per year, they have 50 installations worldwide and customers in 9 countries. In total, they have 300 MW of power generating capacity installed and billions of kWh of electricity
generated. More than half of FuelCell Energy’s installations in the state of California operate
on renewable biogas. FCE products are increasingly used in waste water treatment facilities
in California.



POSCO Energy (South Korea) has promoted technology development of MCFC since the beginning of the century as a government-supported project. POSCO Energy, in collaboration
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with KEPCO, has developed an external reforming-type MCFC and they have successfully operated a prototype 125 kW system in 2010. The world’s largest operating fuel cell power
plant (59 MW) providing prime power and district heating to the city of Hwaseong, South Korea.


FuelCell Energy Solutions (FCES; Germany) is a joint-venture of FuelCell Energy and Fraunhofer IKTS (since 2012), which continues the research to further enhance MCFC technology,
combining the strength of FCE`s Direct FuelCell-technology and the EuroCell-Technology,
which will be licensed to the company by Fraunhofer IKTS. FCES is based in Dresden with local manufacturing capacity established at a facility in Ottobrunn (both Germany). FCES offers
the whole cycle for fuel cell power plants: R&D, manufacturing, sales, installation and service
for the systems.

II.E. Stationary Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Applications
This section of the report sets out the different FCH applications that are currently being used in the
energy system (see Figure I-I), but also applications that can be foreseen in the future. It is split
into the following sections. Much of the information (albeit supplemented by other sources) is taken
from a recent review by E4tech / UCL [26].








Industrial applications (see II.E.1)
o

Feedstock in ammonia production

o

Feedstock in refining

o

Novel approaches in iron and steel DRI processes

o

Low temperature heat via industrial boilers

Electricity generation (see II.E.2)
o

Turbines

o

Fuel cells for off-grid generation

Heat for buildings (see II.E.3)
o

Fuel cell micro-CHP plants

o

Fuel cell district-CHP plants

Grid management
o

Power to Power (PtP)

o

Power to Gas (PtG)

II.E.1. H2 in Industrial Applications
Hydrogen is already used in a range of industries, in particular ammonia production for fertiliser,
and in oil refining. About 95% of the total global hydrogen production is captive meaning it is used
at the site where it is produced [37].
In this section, we describe its current industrial applications, and the potential for hydrogen to be
used for provision of industrial heating.
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Table II-IV: H2 as feedstocks in ammonia production
Technology

Hydrogen produced by SMR (gas feedstock) [or electrolysers in some countries]
is mixed with nitrogen in Haber-Bosch process to produce ammonia (NH3).

Purpose

Ammonia for use in fertilisers

Supply

Onsite SMR

Scale

21 million tonnes capacity in Europe for ammonia production [38]. Based on a
ratio of 3 t H2 per 17t ammonia that equates to 3.7 million tonnes of hydrogen.

Status

Mature (TRL of 9)

Industry players

Ammonia producers

Commercial deployment

Wide deployment

Barriers

None

Alternative technology

-

Table II-V: H2 as feedstock in refining
Technology

Process of hydrocracking and hydrodesulphurisation

Purpose

Hydrocracking to break down heavy molecules of crude into products such as
gasoline, kerosene, jet fuel and diesel oil. Hydrodesulphurisation removes sulphur from refinery products.

Supply

Some of the hydrogen demand is met by catalytic reforming. However, refineries
also often have SMR plant to produce additional hydrogen, particularly if using
heavier, poorer quality crudes.

Status

Hydrogen production and use in refineries has long been part of refining process
This therefore has a TRL of 9.

Industry players

Refinery sector

Commercial deployment

Wide use of hydrogen across the refinery sector

Barriers

None

Alternative technology

-
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Table II-VI: H2 in iron and steel making
Technology

Novel approaches for directly-reduced iron ore (DRI) outlined in Sohn [39] and
Fischedick et al. [40]

Purpose

Conversion of iron ore to metals

Supply

Onsite production / supply network

Scale

Large industrial

Status

Not constructed at commercial scale (TRL of 4)

Industry players

N/A (at research stage)

Commercial deployment

Post-2025

Barriers

- Lack of infrastructure for supply
- Lack of economic viability for retrofitting existing plants
- Most production based on blast furnace and basic oxygen furnace routes; DRI
facilities and electric arc furnace plants would need to be deployed

Alternative technology

- Blast furnace
- Electric arc furnace

Table II-VII: H2 for industrial heating
Technology

Direct use in generic industrial boilers (only requiring burner retrofit)

Purpose

Low temperature heat provision

Supply

Onsite / pipeline. The Netherlands and Belgium have an extensive network for
industrial gases such as hydrogen, with links to French chemical sites e.g. Dunkerque) [41].

Scale

Large or smaller industrial facilities

Status

H2 burners are commercially available and sometimes used at sites with available
by-product hydrogen (TRL of 9).

Industry players

N/A

Commercial deployment

None; post-2025 for wide-scale deployment due to supply and cost issues

Barriers

- Availability of H2 (and associated infrastructure)
- Cost relative to natural gas

Alternative technology

Natural gas use
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II.E.2. H2 in Electricity Generation
This section includes two main applications for electricity generation only; heat-driven CHP applications are described in section II.E.3. In the longer term, hydrogen could be a replacement for gas in
open-cycle and combined-cycle gas plants (OCGT and CCGT), primarily for providing back-up power.
In the nearer term, with cost reductions, fuel cells could be more widely deployed for provision of
off-grid back-up or prime power, particularly for commercial sites, hospitals or data centres.
Table II-VIII: Hydrogen turbines
Technology

CCGT / OCGT using hydrogen

Purpose

Provision of peak power to the grid

Supply

Pipeline (although smaller scale onsite near production / storage)

Scale

1-500 MW (centralised or decentralised)

Status

Demonstration only (TRL 7-9) [42] [43]

Industry players

Conventional turbine developers such as Siemens, GE, Toshiba, Hitachi and ENEL

Commercial deployment

2030; mainly contingent on supply

Barriers

- The H2/O2 reaction is very exothermic and high temperature resistant material
(such as special steels) are needed but costly or fragile (as ceramic materials)
- When used with air, the reaction generates a lot of NOx. To avoid that, working
at lower temperature is possible but with a lower efficiency
- Management of water produced by reaction to avoid corrosion in low temperature parts

Alternative technology

CCGT / OCGT using natural gas

A main application in this field nowadays is electricity supply for telecom antennas. This market is
large in developing countries such as India. Today, more than 2 000 back-up systems are in operation worldwide. Canadian companies such as Ballard Power Systems and Hydrogenics are strongly
involved in this market. In France, AXANE, an Air Liquide subsidiary, is also active in this market
segment.
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Table II-IX: Fuel cells for off-grid generation (and grid management)
Technology

Stationary FC for power only (MCFC, SOFC, PAFC, PEMFC)

Purpose

Back-up or prime power for buildings (data centres, hospitals, offices); possible
potential for grid level application in long term (hydrogen used as energy storage
solution-in Power to-Power applications)

Supply

Primarily run on gas; potential to use H2 except in MCFC

Scale

For above fuel cells (as ordered), module size up to 1MW, 100-400kW, 100400kW and <50kW

Status

Current deployment 300 MW globally; deployments of larger FCs have to date
been concentrated in two (subsidised) markets: South Korea and the US. Smaller
PEMFC development is concentrated in North America (Ballard in Canada,
Relion/PlugPower in the USA), but smaller players in Europe and Asia also developing / commercialising stationary prime power FCs (NedStack in the Netherlands, Axane in France).

Industry players

Deployment dominated by MCFC from FuelCell Energy and Posco, SOFC from
Bloom Energy and PAFC from Doosan Fuel Cells America (previously UTC). Europe is currently the location of some 33% of the companies working in the global fuel cell supply chain [44].

Commercial deployment

Current. FCH JU [45] estimates a sizeable market volume for large colocation
data centres to be 1.4 GWe across the four focus markets they considered (Germany, UK, Italy, Poland).

Barriers

- Costs
- Often not considered (or recognised) as an alternative due to lack of information

Alternative technology

Gensets (diesel) and small-scale renewables (wind, solar) with storage

II.E.3. H2 for Building Heat
FCH applications used for heating in buildings can be onsite (fuel cell micro-CHP) or on district level
(fuel cell district-CHP). Fuel cell CHP technologies have been widely deployed, notably in the (subsidised) Japanese market, through strong policy support, and via demonstration projects such as
Callux in Germany [46]. According to the power range from less than 1 kW up to hundreds MW, the
technologies concern a wide spectrum of applications from private houses, buildings, commercial
centres to industrial plants. Today, hydrogen is not directly used but produced by in-situ reforming
from natural gas or biogas for these CHP applications.
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Table II-X: Fuel cell micro-CHP plants
Technology

Fuel cell micro-CHP (mCHP) systems including PEMFC / SOFC.

Purpose

Deliver heat for hot water and space heating to buildings, and electricity. Commercial systems deployed so far use natural gas and include a reformer unit to
convert methane to a clean hydrogen-rich gas stream for PEMFC, and a prereformer to assist the oxidation of methane for SOFC.

Supply

Natural gas or hydrogen based network

Scale

Building level

Status

(TRL 9) for some applications, but are not yet fully commercial as subsidies are
still required for their deployment.

Commercial deployment

By the end of 2015, more than 1040,000 fuel cell mCHPs had been deployed
globally, the vast majority in Japan, where a support scheme has been in place
for several years., These systems typically have electrical outputs of between 0.7
– 1.0 kW, are designed to run all year round and may be supported by conventional boilers to provide seasonally higher heat demand.

Barriers

Cost of the technology, although this is coming down. In Japan, it is estimated
that mCHP will be sold without subsidy. Learning rates in Japan and South Korea
have been in the region of 20% i.e. % cost reduction for a doubling of cumulative
installations, dropping to 13% in Japan since commercialisation [47].

Alternative technology

- Gas or electric heating
- ORC boilers, Stirling boilers

Micro CHP plants with a power range of several kW are used in private housings. The leading country in this domain is Japan, well ahead of all the others. More than 140 000 fuel cell units are in operation in private houses mainly using PEFC technology but also (approximately 10%) SOFC technology. This impressive deployment has been achieved within the ENE-FARM programme which
started in 2009 with an initial incentive from the Japanese government about 50% of the installation
cost. This incentive has decreased year by year and will disappear in 2016. For the near future, the
ENE-FARM forecast is a cumulative deployment of more than 1 500 000 micro-CHP units by 2020.
The target for 2030 is that fuel cell mCHPs are in 5.3 million homes, or 10% of the households.
South Korea is also strongly subsidising and deploying this technology [45].
One of the major system suppliers is Panasonic with about half of the PEFC system sales. In 2013,
the company signed an agreement with Viessmann for micro-CHP systems commercialization in Europe, where currently more than 1 300 systems are in operation, mainly within the German CALLUX
and the European ene.field programmes (about 50% PEFC and 50% SOFC). Such programmes often
focus on increased deployment. The European ene.field project aims at deploying and monitoring
1 000 new installations of residential fuel cell CHP across 11 key European countries [48].
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Table II-XI: Fuel cell district-CHP plants
Technology

As in Table II-IX but larger scale. MCFC and PAFC are key FC technologies. SOFC
are mainly used for mid-size applications.

Purpose

District heating provision; electricity to grid

Supply

Gas supply and in future H2 (except for MCFC)

Status

Currently this technology is not yet commercially viable without support
schemes, which have ensured deployment mainly in South Korea and parts of
the US. The technology should be cost competitive with conventional alternatives
in many markets in the coming 5 to 10 years.
Complementary applications are all at demonstration level:
i) Combined cycle with gas or steam turbine (Mitsubishi Heavy Industries)
ii) Trigeneration : refrigeration by thermal device
iii) Inert gas for fire protection (see http://www.n2telligence.com/)

Industry players

Technology leadership is based in the US (Fuel Cell Energy and Doosan Fuel Cells
America), but international linkages play a growing role (FuelCell Energy Solutions in Germany, Posco and Doosan in South Korea).

Commercial deployment

By 2020-2025 is possible in selected areas

Barriers

- Investment in district heat networks
- Lack of cost competitiveness with conventional CHP technologies
- Decision makers are often not aware of the technological maturity of stationary
fuel cells – hence may not consider this alternative

Alternative technology

Other district heating or building level heating technologies

For larger CHP plants for residential or industrial use South Korea is the key actor with more than
152 MW grid connected capacity in 22 operation sites (as of March 2015). The main technology used
in this case in the MCFC provided by the American company Fuel Cell Energy. Recently, POSCO Energy has announced their intention to build a 360 MW fuel cell power generation plant in Pyeongtaek
City in 2018. Furthermore, the British Company AFC Energy announced this year 300 MW of fuel cell
capacity being assessed for deployment in Dubai by the end of 2020. In both cases, they will be the
largest plants of their kind in the world.
II.E.4. H2 for Grid Management
There are two main (related) ways to use hydrogen for grid management: Power-to-Power (PtP) and
Power-to-Gas (PtG). The pathways are illustrated in Figure II-IV.
PtP stands for the conversion of electricity into electricity via hydrogen production and hydrogenfuelled power generation. The idea is supply peak shaving in the case of significant intermittent electricity generation in the electricity mix. In this approach hydrogen is produced by electrolysis using
the surplus electricity. Hydrogen is stored either in intermediate pressure vessels or in hydrides materials. When needed, electricity is re-produced for example in a fuel cell system or gas turbines.
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In Corsica, a PtP demonstration plant is in operation: The MYRTE platform allows for peak-shaving
and power production based on the whole PtP chain (photovoltaic plant, electrolyser, hydrogen and
oxygen storage, fuel cell system). Moreover, the French company McPhy provides such solutions
using hydride material as hydrogen storage.

Figure II-IV: Current conversion efficiencies of various Power-to-Power (PtP) pathways [49]

The second option described here for grid management is the PtG solution. In this case, hydrogen
produced by electrolysis is either directly injected in the natural gas network (blending with several
volume-%; see II.C.1) or in the form of methane after the methanisation step. The methanisation
process consists of a reaction between hydrogen and CO2 to produce synthetic methane which can
be injected in the natural gas grid. An alternative solution will be to use high temperature coelectrolysis of water and CO2 in order to produce a syngas (mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide) which is then fed into the methanisation process. This solution is presently under development.
Today several countries are investigating PtG solutions in order to evaluate possible business cases,
especially in Europe. E-ON is involved in a demonstration project in Germany (Falkenhagen), just as
ENGIE and GDF-Suez in France. There is the H2BER project located at the new airport in BerlinSchoenefeld where all steps of a PtG chain will be deployed: hydrogen production by electrolysis
from renewable energy sources, hydrogen storage and transport, hydrogen conversion in a CHP
plant and fuelling of hydrogen to fuel cell cars and buses in a refuelling station6.

6

An overview of PtG projects in Germany is displayed on www.powertogas.info
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III. COMPARATIVE MERIT ASSESSMENT
As outlined in section I.C, the goal of this project is the development of a merit ranking tool which
allows for comparative assessment of the stationary FCH technologies and pathways. The tool compares a selection of FCH technologies and FCH pathways according to a pre-defined set of relevant
merits (FCH technology assessment and FCH pathway assessment).
The tool, whose structure is presented in section III.D, is implemented in Microsoft Excel. The selection of technologies and merits are described in sections III.A and III.B, respectively. The key assumptions and the structure of the merit ranking tool are presented in sections III.C and III.D, respectively. Section III.E includes the results for four case studies that illustrate the functioning of
the tool. Finally, section III.F includes the conclusions of the analysis.

III.A. Selection of Technologies
The merit ranking tool is restricted to subset of the technologies introduced in section II. The reasoning for the selection is given in the following paragraphs. An overview of the selected FCH technologies and pathways is shown in Figure III-I.
Hydrogen production
Based on the EU policy which aims the expansion of renewable energies, we focus on electricity and
biomass as energy sources. As hydrogen is currently mainly produced from natural gas, we also include this energy source. Accordingly, the following hydrogen production technologies are selected:
electrolysis, biomass gasification and steam reforming as well as natural gas steam reforming. The
focus of this study is on the timeframe 2020-30. Therefore, we abstain from considering “exotic”
hydrogen production processes such as solar zinc and nuclear high temperature electrolysis. However, we include the implementation of CCS at biomass gasification plants to explore the merits of a
carbon-negative option and as the users have the chance to explore the long-term (2040-50) too.
Hydrogen storage
The selection of hydrogen storage technologies is guided by the selection in the JRC-EU-TIMES model [24]. As we include H2 pipelines as transport options, we also add the option “No storage”.
Hydrogen transport
For hydrogen transport and distribution (T&D), we again chose the technologies reported in the JRCEU-TIMES model [24], i.e. hydrogen pipelines and blending of hydrogen in natural gas pipelines. We
add the mature transport of liquid hydrogen with trucks as well as the emerging methanation option
(see II.E.4).
FCH applications
From the stationary FCH applications presented in section II.E, we address all options except for the
use of hydrogen as industrial feedstock, which is out of the scope of this study (see section I.C). We
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contrast all FCH applications with the respective conventional natural gas technology which provides
the same energy service.
The techno-economic characteristics of the selected FCH technologies and applications are presented
in Table III-I to Table III-V. The characteristics of the conventional technologies used for comparison
are presented in Table III-VI.
The data for the hydrogen production, storage and transport technologies stems from the JRC-EUTIMES model presented by Sgobbi et al. [24]. The data from the FCH applications is taken from AEA
[50] (industrial boiler), US DOE [51] (hydrogen turbines) and FCH JU [45] (other technologies. The
currency units were converted using information from Eurostat [52], the UK government [53] [54]
and fxtop.com [55].
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Figure III-I: Selected FCH technologies and pathways for the comparative merit assessment. Colours are random.
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Capital cost
(2020-30)

Capital cost
(2040-50)

O&M cost
(2020-30)

O&M cost
(2040-50)

Fuel costc
(2020-30)

Fuel costc
(2040-50)

lowa

higha

€2014/
GJ H2

€2014/
GJ H2

€2014/
kg H2

€2014/
kg H2

-

-

b

433

382

0.12

0.10

1.73

1.73



40

b

721

451

0.10

0.08

1.73

1.73



0.70

20

b

809

519

0.48

0.25

1.73

1.73



0.90

0.90

29

0.00

1582

1309

0.33

0.12

0.70

0.70



33

0.90

0.90

29

-0.10

1599

1327

0.33

0.12

0.23

0.23



Small decentralized biomass gasification

0.7

0.71

0.90

29

0.00

3344

3141

0.52

0.15

0.89

0.89



Large centralized biomass steam
reforming

235

0.90

0.90

29

0.00

526

526

0.08

0.04

0.70

0.70



Large centralized natural gas steam
reforming

1530

0.90

0.90

40

0.06

169

160

0.07

0.06

4.26

4.26



Small centralized natural gas steam
reforming

33

0.90

0.90

30

0.06

366

349

0.09

0.07

4.26

4.26



2

0.86

0.70

20

0.06

404

382

0.13

0.13

4.46

4.46



0.7

0.90

0.70

20

0.06

1314

1174

0.54

0.48

4.26

4.26



Life time

€2014/
kW

Availability

€2014/
kW

Efficiency

kg/
MJfuel

Reference
capacity

CO2 emissions

Table III-I: Selected hydrogen production technologies.

MWout

-

-

yrs

Large centralized electrolysis

72

0.90

0.90

40

Medium centralized electrolysis

33

0.90

0.90

Small decentralized electrolysis

0.6

0.90

Medium centralized biomass gasification

33

Medium centralized biomass gasification w/ CCS

Technology

Medium decentralized natural gas
steam reforming
Small decentralized natural gas
steam reforming
.

a

low/high use of hydrogen in other sectors, particularly transport.

b

depends on the selected electricity mix.

c

for default fuel cost assumptions
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O&M cost
(2020-30)

O&M cost
(2040-50)

Fuel cost
(2020-30)

Fuel cost
(2040-50)

€2014/
kg H2

€2014/
kg H2

-

2.90

2.74

0.22

0.20

-

-



22

-

10.97

10.34

0.53

0.51

-

-



1.00

22

-

19.56

18.45

0.87

0.81

-

-



-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-



yrs

Underground storage

0.99

1.00

30

Central gas storage

0.98

1.00

Distributed gas storage

0.98
-

higha

Capital cost
(2040-50)

€2014/
GJ/yr

-

lowa

Capital cost
(2020-30)

€2014/
GJ/yr

Life time

€2014/
GJ/yr

Availability

€2014/
GJ/yr

Efficiency

kg/
kg H2

-

No storage
a

CO2 emissions

Table III-II: Selected hydrogen storage technologies (excluding compression).

-

-

low/high use of hydrogen in other sectors, particularly transport.
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Capital cost
(2020-30)

Capital cost
(2040-50)

O&M cost
(2020-30)

O&M cost
(2040-50)

Fuel cost
(2020-30)

Fuel cost
(2040-50)

lowa

higha

€2014/
GJ H2

€2014/
GJ H2

€2014/
kg H2

€2014/
kg H2

-

-

-

45.86

44.19

0.41

0.41

0.00

0.00



20

-

5.17

4.97

0.12

0.12

0.14

0.14



0.70

20

-

31.46

30.71

0.41

0.39

0.10

0.10



0.86

0.70

20

-

7.77b

7.77b

6.55

6.55

0.52

0.52



0.80

0.85

3

-

4.68b

1.56b

5.59

1.86

0.00

0.00



-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-



Life time

€2014/
GJ/yr

Availability

€2014/
GJ/yr

Efficiency

kg/
kg H2

-

-

yrs

Hydrogen distribution pipeline

0.99

0.70

20

Blending in natural gas pipeline

0.99

0.70

Hydrogen transmission & distribution pipeline

0.99

Liquid hydrogen truck
Methanation
Onsite
a

CO2 emissions

Table III-III: Selected hydrogen transport technologies (including compression).

low/high use of hydrogen in other sectors, particularly transport.

b

€2014/GJ.
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a

Efficiency

Availability

Life time

CO2 emissions

Capital cost
(2020-30)

Capital cost
(2040-50)

O&M cost
(2020-30)

O&M cost
(2040-50)

Fuel cost
(2020-30)

Fuel cost
(2040-50)

lowa

higha

Table III-IV: Selected fuel cell and hydrogen applications for heat generation.

-

-

yrs

kg/
MJfuel

€2014/
kW

€2014/
kW

€2014/
kW-yr

€2014/
kW-yr

€2014/
MJheat

€2014/
MJheat

-

-

Industrial boiler

0.90

0.90

25

0.00

122

122

4.30

4.30

0.04

0.04



FC Micro-CHP with H2 (heat)

0.87

0.90

15

0.00

8475

3880

250

200

0.04

0.04



FC Micro-CHP with natural gas
(heat)

0.87

0.90

15

0.06

8475

3880

250

200

0.04

0.04



FC District-CHP with H2 (heat)

0.76

0.90

17

0.00

5281

4610

224

62

0.05

0.05



FC District-CHP with natural gas
(heat)

0.76

0.90

17

0.06

5281

4610

224

62

0.04

0.04



low/high use of hydrogen in other sectors, particularly transport.
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a

Capital cost
(2020-30)

Capital cost
(2040-50)

O&M cost
(2020-30)

O&M cost
(2040-50)

Fuel cost
(2020-30)

Fuel cost
(2040-50)

lowa

higha

€2014/
kW

€2014/
kW-yr

€2014/
kW-yr

€2014/
kWhe

€2014/
kWhe

-

-

0.00

688

688

0.00

0.00

0.26

0.26



20

0.00

482

482

0.01

0.01

0.39

0.39



1.00

13

0.00

3990

3060

50.00

50

0.27

0.27



0.47

1.00

13

0.06

3990

3060

50.00

50

0.24

0.24



FC Micro-CHP with H2 (power)b

0.87

0.90

15

0.00

8475

3880

250

200

0.14

0.14



FC Micro-CHP with natural gas
(power)b

0.87

0.90

15

0.06

8475

3880

250

200

0.13

0.13



FC District-CHP with H2 (power)

0.76

0.90

17

0.00

5281

4610

224

62

0.17

0.17



FC District-CHP with natural gas
(power)

0.76

0.90

17

0.06

5281

4610

224

62

0.15

0.15



Life time

€2014/
kW

Availability

kg/
MJfuel

Efficiency

CO2 emissions

Table III-V: Selected fuel cell and hydrogen applications for power generation.

-

-

yrs

Hydrogen turbine (OC)

0.48

1.00

20

Hydrogen turbine (CC)

0.32

1.00

Prime power H2 fuel cellc

0.47

Prime power natural gas fuel cellc

low/high use of hydrogen in other sectors, particularly transport.

b

1 kW system, based on PEMFC / SOFC characteristics.

c

1MW size.
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Efficiency

Availability

Life time

CO2 emissions

Capital cost
(2020-30)

Capital cost
(2040-50)

O&M cost
(2020-30)

O&M cost
(2040-50)

Fuel cost
(2020-30)

Fuel cost
(2040-50)

lowa

higha

Table III-VI: Selected counterfactual technologies for heat and power generation.

-

-

yrs

kg/
MJfuel

€2014/
kW

€2014/
kW

€2014/
kW

€2014/
kW

€2014/
MJheat

€2014/
MJheat

-

-

Gas-fired industrial boiler
[1 MJ industrial heat]

0.82

1.00

30

0.06

505

505

0.00

0.00

0.04

0.04



Gas-fired residential boiler
[1 MJ building heat]

0.87

1.00

30

0.06

556

556

0.00

0.00

0.04

0.04



Gas-fired District-CHP (heat)
[1 MJ building heat]

0.90

1.00

25

0.06

142

142

0.10

0.10

0.04

0.04




a



Natural gas turbine (OC)
[1 kWh power]

0.45

0.80

15

0.06

576

576

1.21

1.21

0.26b

0.26b



Natural gas turbine (CC)
[1 kWh power]

0.61

0.80

25

0.06

867

867

1.08

1.00

0.19b

0.18b



Gas engine
[1 kWh onsite/back-up power]

0.40

0.90

25

0.06

607

601

1.46

1.45

0.29b

0.29b



Gas-fired District-CHP (power)
[1 kWh power]

0.50

0.90

25

0.06

956

919

1.59

1.51

0.23b

0.23b



low/high use of hydrogen in other sectors, particularly transport.

b

€2014/kWhe
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III.B. Selection of Merits
In order to be able to compare the FCH technologies and pathways, we defined different merits. The
selection of the merits was driven by technological characteristics of the addressed technologies
(section III.A) and the representation of major pillars of sustainability. From the technology side, we
consider the possibility for curtailment of intermittent electricity (flexibility), maturity and regulatory
coverage as being important associated with the implementation of the FCH technologies and pathways. Regarding the pillars of sustainability, we address economic (levelized costs and marginal CO2
abatement costs), social (public acceptability) and environmental aspects (CO2 emissions).
This results in a set of seven merits which is presented in more detail in Table III-VII. The merits are
defined in a way that they can be quantified for all FCH technologies and pathways under consideration (where appropriate). They are described in more detail in the following sections (III.B.1 to
III.B.7).
Table III-VII: Definitions and descriptions of the merits addressed in the merit ranking tool
Technology
merit

Pathway
merit

Sum of annual costs per useful energy,
includes capital cost, O&M cost and fuel
cost (incl. CO2 price)

value

sum of all levelized
costs over the pathway

[€2014 / useful
output]

Ratio of the difference of the levelized
energy cost and the difference in the
direct CO2 emissions for the technology
and its reference

value

value from FCH application

CO2
emissions

[kg CO2 /
useful output]

Direct (not life-cycle) CO2 emitted

value

sum of values from
H2 production and
FCH application

Maturity

[EU TRL 1-9]

Ordinal scale indicator of the maturity
of the technology

value

minimum over the
pathway

[%]

Mitigation of variable renewable generation curtailment, measured in terms
of reduction of curtailment
Defined for some H2 production options, and based on a set of assumptions about the electrical sytem

value

value from H2 production

Regulatory
coverage

[%]

Coverage of the technologies with
codes and standards
(0% = no coverage,
100% = full coverage)

value

average over the
values of all steps of
the pathway

Public
acceptability

[%]

Average stakeholder perception
(0% = very bad,
100% = very good)

value

product of the values of all steps of
the pathway

Name

Unit

Description

Levelized
cost

[€2014 / useful
output]

Marginal CO2
abatement
cost

Flexibility
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III.B.1. Levelized Costs
The levelized costs of technologies represent the costs incurring per useful output. They consist of
capital, O&M, fuel and CO2 costs (Table III-I to Table III-VI). The levelized costs are key parameters
for the comparison of different technologies as they allow for comparing different technologies which
deliver the same useful output. The simplified formula showing the main contributors to the levelized
cost is:
𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝑂&𝑀 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝐶𝑂2 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
The levelized costs of H2 production, storage and transport are expressed per kg of H2, while the
levelized cost of the FCH applications and the counterfactual technologies are given per unit of useful output, i.e. per MJ heat or per kWh electricity. The levelized costs of the FCH pathways are defined per unit of useful output in consideration of the conversion efficiencies of the respective pathway over the whole chain.
III.B.2. Marginal CO2 Abatement Costs
The marginal CO2 abatement costs describe the costs (or gain) of reducing a specific amount of CO2
by replacing the reference technology with a low-carbon technology. Positive values indicate that the
CO2 mitigation costs, while negative values indicate an economic benefit from reducing the CO2
emissions.
𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑂2 𝑎𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 =

𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦 − 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦
𝐶𝑂2 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦 − 𝐶𝑂2 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦

The marginal CO2 abatement costs are defined on the FCH application level by comparing the levelized costs and the CO2 emissions of the respective application and its counterfactual technology
(Table III-IV to Table III-VI). The marginal CO2 abatement costs of the FCH pathways are thus equal
to the ones of the respective FCH application.
III.B.3. CO2 Emissions
CO2 emissions are accumulating in the atmosphere and contribute to climate change. With the implementation of FCH technologies climate change can be mitigated. Therefore the CO2 emissions of
hydrogen generation on the one hand and the CO2 emissions of FCH applications are a very important merit.
The CO2 emission factors for natural gas and biomass (wood, wood waste) are taken from the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [56]. In order to compare the CO2 emissions of the different FCH technologies and pathways, we focus on the direct (i.e. the operation phase) emissions
from the generation of hydrogen from natural gas and biomass and the CO2 intensity of the electricity used for electrolysis (Table III-I) as well as the direct emissions released from the FCH applications. For the CO2 emissions of the FCH pathways both of them are summed up. In doing so, we
abstain from calculating the life-cycle emissions to avoid the modelling of future natural gas, bio-
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mass and electricity production technologies and supply chains with related knowledge gaps and
uncertainties. This assumption is strengthened by a study on AFC in which the fuel generation was
found to be the major contributor to GHG [57].
III.B.4. Maturity
The Technology Readiness Level (TRL) scale is a metric for describing the maturity of a technology.
The scale consists of nine levels. Each level characterises the progress in the development of a technology, from the idea (level 1) to the full deployment of the product in the marketplace (level 9).
The European definitions of TRLs are as follows:


TRL 1 – basic principles observed



TRL 2 – technology concept formulated



TRL 3 – experimental proof of concept



TRL 4 – technology validated in lab



TRL 5 – technology validated in relevant environment



TRL 6 – technology demonstrated in relevant environment



TRL 7 – system prototype demonstration in operational environment



TRL 8 – system complete and qualified



TRL 9 – actual system proven in operational

In this study, the TRL values for each technology were estimated thanks to the authors’ expertise as
follows (Table III-VIII to Table III-XI):


Technology validated at lab scale: TRL = 1-3



Technology validated at prototype level: TRL 4-6



Technology deployed in demonstration projects: TRL = 7-9



Technology commercially available: TRL = 9

For the FCH technology assessment, the individual TRL values of each technology are considered.
For the FCH pathway assessment instead the minimum TRL value over the whole chain is selected.
This allows taking into account the technological bottleneck of the respective pathway.
III.B.5. Flexibility
Today, the flexibility of power system is often associated with generation capacity: electricity production is ramped up/down in response to fluctuations in demand or supply (e.g. reservoir hydro is
flexible, nuclear much less). But in fact, choice of measures to increase flexibility strongly depend on
local specific circumstances, and may relate to new interconnections, a different generation portfolio,
the design of grid and market-oriented instruments, storage installations, demand side management, as well as to PtG options.
Power systems are inherently flexible to some extent and most can include a certain penetration of
variable renewable energy without additional measures. But when the penetration increases above
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certain thresholds flexibility needs to be increased. One implication of the variability of variable renewables is that so-called curtailment”of renewable energy may be necessary when there is an excess of electricity in the system [58].
In Denmark a strong interconnection with Germany and Norway allowed to obtain a level of curtailment close to zero in spite of a very high share of wind power (wind feed-in exceeded the demand in
Western DK in 2012). In Ireland, curtailment typically occurs during periods of low demand most
often overnight and in the morning, when the minimum generation levels of conventional plants are
imposed. Around 100 GWh were curtailed in recent years. In Spain, variable renewable generation
curtailment (150-200 GWh in recent years) is primarily due to limited transmission capacity and
associated bottlenecks. In Germany, 1 581 GWh of electricity could not be fed into the grid due to
preferential feed-in of renewable electricity in 2014 [59]. 77% of the excess electricity was produced
by wind turbines. It is expected that the respective amount of electricity was approximately twice as
high in 2015 (already 1 464 GWh of not curtailable electricity was fed in by the second quarter of
2015 according to [60]).
European Member States are explicitly requested to minimise the use of curtailment. Simultaneously, ambitious targets for the development of renewable energy are set. This leads to the following
questions:


How much variable renewable energy would be curtailed at different penetrations of wind and
solar power in a power system?



How can the generation of (“green”) hydrogen benefit from the combination of electrolysers
using the wind and solar power otherwise curtailed?

These two aspects motivate the consideration of a flexibility-oriented criterion with respect to variable renewable generation (VRG) curtailment in the assessment of FCH technologies and applications.
It introduces an explicit integration between renewable and hydrogen, and it allows to specify different (local) conditions subject to which the alternative pathways are compared and ranked.
In the merit ranking tool, user is called to specify a set of parameters to define a relative interconnection capacity indicator (“Isolated”, “Low interconnection”, “Well interconnected”, “Very well interconnected”) and a target for the penetration of variable renewable energy (wind and solar). Based
on those assumptions, the corresponding theoretical power not curtailed (and the maximum producible hydrogen) is calculated and used to measure the performance of the alternative pathways. H2 is
assumed to be produced from renewable electricity that would have been curtailed if no electrolysers were installed.
The simplified calculation of the curtailed power is based on few key inputs (under the control of the
users) which aim to characterize the local power system making use of few key parameters7. The
aim is to capture the „magnitude” of the issue rather than to calculate the detailed values. The tool
7

The exact calculation of the power curtailed is not in the scope. Rather, the estimate of this value „subject to
different condition” is used as a performance of the electrolysis-based options in the ranking exercise.
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aims to be applicable for many different energy systems. The magnitude of the performance of different systems against this metric is most important for the purpose of this analysis.
Some default values are reported and can be directly inputted to the ranking model; default values
were assumed on the basis of literature reviews for some archetype countries (see Table III-VIII).
The flexibility merit can only be defined for the H2 production step. Therefore, the flexibility merit of
the pathway is equivalent to the one from the respective H2 production step.
III.B.6. Regulatory Coverage
Although hydrogen has been widely used for industrial purposes in the last decades, the adoption of
it as an energy carrier requires a series of additional precautions as the diffusion in the general public is a wish but also a threat. Quite often, hydrogen has been treated in the same way as natural
gas and some standards have been developed in this sense. However, hydrogen has some very different properties compared to natural gas (density, flammability limit, etc.) which may prevent its
safe adoption in absence of dedicated standards.
Some hydrogen technologies are still quite new and the development of standards requires time.
The industrial sector has pushed a lot in favour of the development of codes and standards to cover
hydrogen technologies as it is well known that this is a key element for the penetration and for a
market development of new technological solutions.
It is believed that the various hydrogen pathways, as individuated in this project, do not have all the
same standards coverage. As they are composed by many different steps, some of them may be
underrepresented in the international codes. As such, some of these pathways may find more difficulties in their implementation, even if their technological feasibility has already been demonstrated
in the lab or in pilot plants. The difficulties mainly lay in the need for the public authorities to possess the legal and scientifically sound tools to certify the harmlessness of the technology when
adopted by citizens or when the citizens happen to live nearby where the technology is supposed to
be installed.
In this respect, an overview of the international (ISO, IEC) and European (CEN) standardisation
bodies work was performed in order to check if all the steps identified in the pathways selection
where completely covered with standards. When this was not perfectly evident a value lower than
100% was attributed to the technology [61] [62] [63].
In detail:


Technologies involving CO2 sequestration: the technological solution implies two important
steps that are the transportation of high pressure CO2 towards the sequestration site and its
storage. While for the first step the coverage is assured thanks to the continued industrial
need for transporting CO2 within the industrial premises, standardisation efforts are still ongoing concerning the CO2 sequestration in underground. A dedicated ISO Technical Commit-
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tee (n. 265) is working on that and it is possible that within the “first” time frame chosen for
the analysis (2025) some standards will be available.


Hydrogen underground storage: no specific standard has been found to cover this technological solution (exactly like in the case of CO2). Some studies and pilot tests exist (see II.B) for
which it is supposed that specific case by case analyses have been asked by the authorities
to give permits.



Large gaseous hydrogen tanks: the specific standard that is going to cover also the tubes is
under revision by the ISO TC 197 (CD19884).



Hydrogen pipelines: this is maybe the most challenging lack of international standard that
could pose a relevant barrier to the implementation of a hydrogen economy. As in the case of
CO2, hydrogen pipelines for industrial application are already installed in petrochemical and
chemical plants throughout the world and some (few) examples of hydrogen pipelines networks used to deliver hydrogen under pressure to selected industrial sites exist. In fact, industry has already produced a self-reference for hydrogen pipeline installation that is contained in a EIGA (European Industrial Gas Association) document which is not, however, a
mandatory standard. But when it comes to the installation of urban or suburban pipeline
networks to supply the citizens, that would mean to supply their hydrogen based technologies for electricity and heat production, this chapter is still missing.
The Italian example tells of safety tests involving leakages and ignition from hydrogen pipelines performed by universities to support the Fire Brigades which are in charge of authorising any hydrogen pipeline installation and who cannot have an international standard reference. Some other countries, where hydrogen has been investigated in earlier times, such as
Canada, already have a national standard which could (and probably will) be adopted as base
reference to develop the international standard.



Hydrogen turbines: a ISO standard exists which covers the performances of gas turbines but
hydrogen is not enumerated among the possible supply gases. As hydrogen cannot be assimilated in full to other gases because of its aggressive nature towards the materials which
the turbine may constituted of, and because of the different temperature (higher) that a hydrogen flame could reach, some special addendum would be necessary.



High temperature and industrial hydrogen boilers: these technologies are still misrepresented
on the market and a 50% to the standard coverage has been attributed to take into account
for the possibility to extend existing standards to the hydrogen version of conventional technologies (that, by the way, look like being covered by ASME standards rather than by ISO).

The regulatory coverage can be described for each FCH technology (Table III-VIII to Table III-XI).
The regulatory coverage of the FCH pathway is defined as the average over the whole pathway.
III.B.7. Public Acceptability
Apart from the economic, environmental and technical criteria, social aspects should not be neglected. One aspect which is important in the context of the adoption of new technologies is public ac-
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ceptance. Public opposition can hinder, delay, break or even stop construction projects. Thus, is also
expected to be a challenge for the introduction of FCH technologies.
The case of hydrogen was addressed by a study of Hugo Seymour et al. [64]. They collected views
of stakeholders involved in the European roadmapping project HyWays. Results of this analysis represented a consensus view of the challenge facing the introduction of hydrogen technologies in the
energy systems. According to their findings, the major challenge is to do with CCS, with the hightemperature hydrogen production technologies and with hydrogen pipeline installations.
A five-point qualitative scale was used to assign a performance to each technology. A difficulty level
equal to 1 is assigned when technologies are expected to compete in the market under the business
as usual conditions (no additional efforts or actions required), while a difficulty level equal to 5 is
assigned when massive additional efforts or actions are supposed to be required to allow technologies being accepted. This initial scale is changed to a scale reaching from 0% (low public acceptance) to 100% (high public acceptance).
The public acceptability can be defined for each FCH technology (Table III-VIII to Table III-XI). The
merit of the FCH pathways is defined as the product of the public acceptability over all steps of the
whole chain.
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Table III-VIII: Maturity, regulatory risk and public acceptability for the selected hydrogen production technologies.
Regulatory
coverage

Maturity [TRL]
2020-30

2040-50

Flexibility

2020-30

2040-50

Public
acceptability

Large centralized electrolysis

9

9

100%

100%

100%

80%

Medium centralized electrolysis

9

9

100%

100%

100%

90%

Small decentralized electrolysis

9

9

14.6%

100%

100%

90%

Medium centralized biomass gasification

6

9

0%

100%

100%

70%

Medium centralized biomass gasification w/ CCS

6

9

0%

80%

100%

60%

Small decentralized biomass gasification

6

9

0%

100%

100%

70%

Large centralized biomass
steam reforming

6

9

0%

100%

100%

80%

Large centralized natural
gas steam reforming

9

9

0%

100%

100%

90%

Small centralized natural
gas steam reforming

9

9

0%

100%

100%

90%

Medium decentralized natural gas steam reforming

9

9

0%

100%

100%

100%

Small decentralized natural gas steam reforming

9

9

0%

100%

100%

100%
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Table III-IX: Maturity, regulatory risk and public acceptability for the selected hydrogen storage and T&D technologies.
Maturity [TRL]

Regulatory
coverage

2020-30

2040-50

2020-30

2040-50

Public
acceptability

Underground storage

6

8

0%

100%

60%

Central gas storage

9

9

80%

100%

60%

Distributed gas storage

9

9

100%

100%

60%

No storage

9

9

100%

100%

100%

Hydrogen distribution pipeline

9

9

40%

100%

70%

Blending in natural gas pipeline

7

8

100%

100%

90%

Hydrogen transmission & distribution pipeline

9

9

40%

100%

70%

Liquid hydrogen truck

9

9

40%

40%

100%

Methanation

6

9

80%

100%

70%

Onsite

9

9

100%

100%

90%
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Table III-X: Maturity, regulatory risk and public acceptability for the selected FCH applications.
Maturity [TRL]

Regulatory
coverage

2020-30

2040-50

2020-30

2040-50

Public
acceptability

Industrial boiler

9

9

50%

100%

80%

FC Micro-CHP with H2 (heat)

7

9

100%

100%

80%

FC Micro-CHP with natural gas
(heat)

9

9

100%

100%

80%

FC District-CHP with H2 (heat)

9

9

100%

100%

80%

FC District-CHP with natural gas
(heat)

9

9

100%

100%

80%

Hydrogen turbine (OC)

7

9

50%

100%

80%

Hydrogen turbine (CC)

7

9

50%

100%

80%

Prime power H2 fuel cell

9

9

100%

100%

80%

Prime power natural gas fuel cell

9

9

100%

100%

80%

FC Micro-CHP with H2 (power)

7

9

100%

100%

80%

FC Micro-CHP with natural gas
(power)

9

9

100%

100%

80%

FC District-CHP with H2 (power)

7

9

100%

100%

80%

FC District-CHP with natural gas
(power)

8

9

100%

100%

80%
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Table III-XI: Maturity, regulatory risk and public acceptability for the selected counterfactual technologies.
Maturity [TRL]

Regulatory
coverage

2020-30

2040-50

2020-30

2040-50

Public
acceptability

Gas-fired industrial boiler

9

9

100%

100%

100%

Gas-fired residential boiler

9

9

100%

100%

100%

Gas-fired District-CHP (heat)

9

9

100%

100%

100%

Natural gas turbine (OC)

9

9

100%

100%

100%

Natural gas turbine (CC)

9

9

100%

100%

100%

Gas engine

9

9

100%

100%

100%

Gas-fired District-CHP (power)

9

9

100%

100%

100%

III.C. Key Parameters
One goal of the merit ranking tool is to let the user explore the merits of the FCH technologies and
pathways under different assumptions. We elicited these fundamental assumptions as key parameters for the merit assessment. To provide guidance, we defined a default value for each of the key
parameter. However, we also allow the user to adjust the parameters within a specific range (set of
predefined data called via dropdown menu) in order to explore the sensitivity of the results. The key
parameters are listed in Table III-XII.
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Table III-XII: Key parameters for the merit assessment
Default
value

Alternatives /
Range

Time period

2020-30

Interest rate

Parameter

Changes

Reasoning

Source

2040-50

technology characteristics (capital and O&M
costs, efficiencies)

technology learning

own assumption

6%

0%-6%

levelized capital and
O&M costs

uncertain economic
developments

own assumption

45
€2014/MWhe

20-70
€2014/MWhe

levelized fuel cost

uncertain development

[45]

Natural gas
price

30
€2014/GJth

10-50
€2014/GJth

levelized fuel cost

uncertain development

[45]

Biomass
price

5
€2014/GJth

2-8
€2014/GJth

levelized fuel cost

uncertain development

[65]

Hydrogen
price

35
€2014/GJth

5-65
€2014/GJth

levelized fuel cost

uncertain development

own merit
calculations

CO2 price8

35
€2014/t CO2

10-60
€2014/t CO2

levelized fuel cost

uncertain development

[45]

Electricity
mix CO2
intensity9

50 g
CO2/kWhe

0-1000 g
CO2/kWhe

CO2 emissions
of H2 generation

representation of
different possible
electricity mixes for
electrolysis

own assumption

low

technology selection (if
“low”, large technologies are excluded)

if FCH technologies
are also deployed in
other sectors, larger
facilities are econiomic

own assumption

6-9

technology selection
(only technologies
reaching TRL threshold
or higher are included)

technologies with
low TRL are not
available for commercial deployment

own assumption

40%

20%-60%

flexibility (mitigation of
curtailment)

the higher the share
of VR, the higher is
the curtailment mitigation potential

own assumption

default

low, high

public acceptability

uncertain public
oppinion

own assumption

Electricity
price

H2 use in
other sectors

TRL threshold
VR share
over the
System Peak
Demand
Public acceptability

high

8

8

In 25th February 2016, the certificate price was below 5 €/tCO2 [71].
In 2011, the CO2 intensity per kWh generated [g CO2/kWhe] was 375 (Denmark), 71 (France), 672 (Germany), 411 (Italy), 343 (Spain), 23 (Sweden) and 509 (UK) [67].
9
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III.D. Merit Ranking Tool
The Microsoft Excel merit ranking tool is subdivided into the four sheets: (1) Introduction, (2) FCH
pathways, (3) FCH technology assessment, and (4) FCH pathway assessment. The content of the
four sheets is described in more detail below.
(1)

Introduction
The introductory sheet is divided in six sections: a) Project overview b) Instructions, c)
Abbreviations, d) Overview of the addressed technologies, e) Overview of the addressed
merits, and f) Assumptions on key parameters.
Section f) allows the user of the tool to customise the underlying assumptions on the key
parameters (see III.C). Based on drop-down menus the user can select the input parameter values according to the personal preferences.
a)

Project overview
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b)

Instructions

c)

Abbreviations
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d)

Overview of the addressed FCH technologies

e)

Overview of the addressed merits

6
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f)

6

Assumptions on key parameters
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(2)

6

Graphical overview of the FCH technologies and pathways addressed in the tool
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(3)

6

FCH technology assessment
The FCH technology assessment allows for separate comparisons of the H2 production, H2
storage, H2 transport, heat generation, and power generation (A).
The merit which is used for comparing the technologies can be selected from a drop-down
menu (B).
For convenience, the assumptions on the key parameters which have been selected in
(1) Introduction are displayed next to the graph (C).

(A)

(B)
(C)
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FCH pathway assessment
The merit ranking tool allows for comparing FCH pathways supplying four types of energy
services: grid electricity, onsite/back-up power, industrial heat and building heat. The selection can be made from a drop-down menu (A).
The merit which is used for comparing the pathways can be selected from a drop-down
menu (B).
For convenience, the assumptions on the key parameters which have been selected in
(1) Introduction are displayed next to the graph (C).
The abbreviations used to label the technologies that form the pathways are shown next to
the graph (D). Square brackets indicate conventional, i.e. natural gas, technologies.

(C)
(A)

(D)

(B)

Depending on the Excel version and the memory of the computer, adjusting the graph
may take up to a minute as the pathway merits have to be selected from an extensive database. Please check the corresponding progress indication at the bottom of the Excel window:
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III.E. Selected Results from the Merit Ranking Tool
The merit ranking tool was developed for exploring the merits of FCH technologies and pathways
under different assumptions (see III.C). Therefore, the tool does not give one specific result, but a
full set of different responses. Moreover, it was not designed to provide a complete ranking of the
pathways, rather it can be used for sorting the available options when one specific merit and one
specific application are chosen, and key parameters of the system defined. Tool is indeed able to
simulate many possible different developments of a system. In order to face the uncertainty of some
key conditions (uncontrolled variables, such as the CO2 price and energy prices) and to represent
the subjective preferences/assumptions (controlled parameters, such as the time horizon or the TRL
threshold for example), some degree of freedom on the design the storyline are left to the user.
To demonstrate the comprehensiveness and the capability of the merit ranking tool we selected four
case studies. These case studies are based on a narrative which results in a set of input assumptions
which on their part lead to specific result. We address the following example case studies:
1) “Power production for islands” (see III.E.1)
2) “National system located in the South of Europe” (see III.E.2)
3) “Strategic support for H2 economy, including the role in stationary applications” (see III.E.3)
4) “Prospects of FCH technologies and pathways under delayed climate action” (see III.E.4)
The assumptions on key parameters of the four case studies are summarized in Table III-XIII.
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Table III-XIII: Assumptions on key parameters for the four case studies.
Parameter

Unit

Case study 1

Case study 2

Case study 3

Case study 4

Time period

-

2020-30

2020-30

2020-30 / 2040-50

2020-30

Interest rate

%

6

6

6/6

6

€2014/MWhe

45

45

20 / 45

70

Natural gas price

€2014/GJth

30

10

10 / 30

10

Biomass price

€2014/GJth

5

8

8

8

Hydrogen price

€2014/GJth

35

35

35

65

€2014/t CO2

35

35

60

10

g/kWhe

50

100

500 / 50

500

Hydrogen use in
other sectors

-

high

low

low / high

low

TRL threshold

-

7

7

7/9

9

Public
acceptability

-

default

default

high / high

low

%

40

30

40

20

Electricity price

CO2 price
Electricity mix
CO2 intensity

VR share over
the System
Peak Demand

III.E.1. Case Study 1: “Power Production for Islands”
III.E.1.i Narrative
This case study explores the pathways through which the hydrogen can play a role in the short-term
evolution of electricity production in European islands (including oversea territories), with limited
interconnection capacity with mainland.
Sustainable power generation in island territories is a key challenge for the next decades as due to a
limited connection to the mainland grids. On one hand, island power grid mainly depends on fossil
energy sources and on the other hand, the rather small size of these grids bears the risk of a blackout. A hydrogen chain coupled with renewable energy sources (wind, PV) appears as a very good
solution to reduce the carbon footprint and to strengthen the reliability of the grid with a better
management the peak demand due to the large quantities of energy stored in hydrogen storage
solutions.
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Such a complete hydrogen chain deployed in island territories could consist of:


Hydrogen production by electrolysis (MW range) coupled with a Renewable Energy Source
(RES) plant. In this case, a part of electricity produced by RES plant would be directly injected in the grid and a part would be used for H2 production in electrolyser. In this case, a PEM
electrolyser would be more suitable for this application than an Alkaline electrolyser due to its
very high performance and durability with very variable power input.



High pressure (30-50 bar consistent with output pressure from electrolyser in order to avoid
external compressor) or solid hydrogen storage (in this case, hydrogen release could be
managed using heat from fuel cell in order to increased electrical efficiency of the whole
chain)



Fuel cell system (hundreds kW – MW range) for electricity production on demand (with or
without CHP)

III.E.1.ii Results for “Onsite / Back-up Power”
The pathway described above, corresponds to the following pathway in the merit ranking tool: Small
decentralized electrolysis (MW range or lower) + Distributed gas storage + Onsite + Fuel Cell with
H2 (power). The main results from the merit tool evaluation are shown below.
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Levelized cost [€2014/kWhe]
Due to the low electricity price, the levelized cost of the assessed pathway (marked with the green
box) with electrolyser is low compared to the pathways based on natural gas (Figure III-II).

Figure III-II: Levelized costs of all possible pathways in case study 1
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CO2 emissions [kg CO2/kWhe]
Among the different hydrogen pathways, the assessed pathway (marked with the green box) shows
the low CO2 emissions due to the low-carbon electricity mix assumed. The CO2 emissions are in fact
low for all chains with electrolysers compared to the pathways based on natural gas (Figure III-III).

Figure III-III: CO2 emissions of all possible pathways in case study 1
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Flexibility [%]
As shown in Figure III-IV, the flexibility of the assessed pathway (marked with the green box) is
quite low due to the small electrolyser size and the medium share of intermittent power in the grid.

Figure III-IV: Flexibility of all possible pathways in case study 1
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III.E.2. Case Study 2: “National System Located in the South of Europe”
III.E.2.i Narrative
This case study explores the pathways through which hydrogen can play a role in the short-term
evolution of a small but high-populated national system located in the South of Europe, with limited
cross-border interconnection capacity.
National real income and income per capita are both expected to increase, so that the demand of
electricity is projected to grow accordingly and can be considered the key variable of the explorative
exercise (test). The willingness to invest in very advanced technologies (in the supply side as well as
in the demand side) is limited due to market barriers, lack of awareness, and high interest rates for
such investments.
Moreover, the international market conditions are expected to keep the price of natural gas low (and
medium the correlated price of electricity) for years. Nevertheless, the interest towards alternative
energy sources (renewables in particular) in the power sector is mature enough for targeted medium-term commitments, so that the country expects to cover a significant fraction of the electricity
demand with intermittent renewables sources. Energy use of domestic biomass is limited and generally expensive. Due to the low willingness to invest, only mature technologies with medium-high
readiness levels are taken into consideration, while the public acceptability is not expected to be a
strong barrier to the development of H2 technologies.
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III.E.2.ii Results for “Grid Electricity”
Nine alternatives are shortlisted on the basis of the system boundaries and conditions of the storyline described above, five of which are H2-based pathways (indicated by the green boxes).

Maturity [EU TRL 1-9]
Figure III-V shows that natural gas related pathways are still more mature than any H2-related option. There are no significant differences across the H2 options whose performances are similar no
matter the production technology (steam reforming or electrolysis) and the size (small, medium,
centralised, decentralised).

Figure III-V: Maturity of all possible pathways in case study 2
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Flexibility [%]
By definition, electrolysis based chains are the only flexible options among the considered alternatives in terms of integration of intermittent renewable production. But Figure III-VI shows also that
the two remaining options (small decentralised as well as medium centralised) behave in a very different way with respect to this merit. A single lump installation of small decentralised electrolyser
does not reduce the potential surplus of power at risk of curtailment. The lump investment in a medium size technology is more helpful as it is able to avoid 40% of the expected required curtailment
of VRG when the share of intermittent renewables is set to 30%.

Figure III-VI: Flexibility of all possible pathways in case study 2
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Levelized costs [€2014 / kWhe]
While for the previous merits, values above the average were clues of good performances, in this
case the merit needs to be read in the opposite direction. Natural gas related chains have generally
a lower cost for the useful output unit than the H2 chains (Figure III-VII). Levelized cost may be
even three times lower when we look at the gas turbine as benchmarks for the alternative H2 pathways. Among the latter, the medium size steam reforming combined with onsite use of hydrogen in
district CHP plants results the less expensive option. It is worth noting that the resulting cost of the
small decentralized electrolysis related pathway is very similar. Overall, non-hydrogen pathways
perform still much better from a cost perspective.

Figure III-VII: Levelized costs of all possible pathways in case study 2
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CO2 Emissions [kg CO2 / kWhe]
As for the economic criteria: the lower the value the higher the ranking of the pathway. It is not
surprising that the H2 related chains generally perform better than the corresponding counterfactuals (Figure III-VIII). This is particularly evident in the case of electrolysers-based pathways; the
emissions are two to three times lower than the natural gas-based ones. Onsite steam reforming
options are comparable with the direct use of natural gas in district CHP plants.

Figure III-VIII: CO2 emissions of all possible pathways in case study 2
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Regulatory coverage [%]
Some components of the hydrogen pathways are not fully covered by the existing regulatory framework. In particular, as far as we are aware of, ad-hoc standards and rules for hydrogen transmission
and distribution technologies are still missing. Because of this, the two pathways including the
transport of hydrogen are still not competitive with the other options, while the onsite use makes
the corresponding pathways of the same rank of any other natural gas-based option (Figure III-IX).
When a technology is fully covered by regulations, a value of 100% is assigned. But some parts of
the pathway may be under-protected in terms of safety or standardization issues, so that a lower
value is assumed for these technologies.

Figure III-IX: Regulatory coverage of all possible pathways in case study 2
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Public acceptability [%]
More than a direct comparison with the counterfactuals (natural gas), it is worth noting that all the
H2-related shortlisted pathways share very similar level of public acceptability (Figure III-X).

Figure III-X: Public acceptability of all possible pathways in case study 2
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III.E.3. Case Study 3: “Strategic Support for H2 Economy, including the Role in Stationary
Applications”
III.E.3.i Narrative
A group of Member States in North West Europe, strongly reliant on natural gas, determine that
they will look to push towards a hydrogen economy, encompassing the transport, industry and
buildings sectors. This is driven in the post-Paris Agreement era by more radical thinking about what
is required for a successful transition, and a prevailing view that electrification of end use services is
not adequate in itself for full decarbonisation. Hydrogen will need to play a prominent role, building
on an ambition to re-purpose the existing gas distribution system, in addition to a whole range of
other mitigation actions.
This means, in the mid-term period (2020-2030), a strong push on commercialisation of H2 applications, and the planning for re-orientation of the gas infrastructure. In the longer term (2040-50), we
see the roll out of large scale distribution systems, effectively allowing for extensive penetration into
transport and buildings.
To this end, we have used a number of assumptions to define the above scenario. These are provided in Table III-XIII.
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III.E.3.ii Results for “Onsite / Back-up Power” and “Building Heat”

Levelised costs for onsite power [€2014/kWhe]
In the 2020-2030 period for onsite generation (power back-up) technologies, the H2-based pathways are only available from onsite production (indicated by the green box; Figure III-XI), due to
limited supply systems in place for delivering H2. The lower cost option is to use fuel cells but based
on natural gas supply. Fuel cells in CHP applications used for building power (and heat) provision
show similar cost levels, and lower costs based on used of natural gas. The possibility of distributed
networks however in the 2020-2030 timeframe is likely to be only applicable to a small number of
communities.

Figure III-XI: Levelised costs all possible pathways in case study 3 (2020-2030)

In the longer term, the range of pathways increases as more technologies mature, and the penetration of hydrogen supply becomes more extensive (green box; Figure III-XII). For back-up / prime
power applications, the lowest costs hydrogen pathways use low carbon electricity via electrolysis,
tend to be onsite production facilities using central gas storage. In part, the lower costs of electrolysis production reflect low carbon price impacts, due to strong decarbonisation in the sector. CCS
with bioenergy production technology is also relatively competitive due to the credit it derives from
generating negative emissions. Bioenergy w/out CCS is more costly, due to the absence of the negative credit plus the higher cost of bioenergy assumed. In this period, these pathways are now competitive on costs with the counterfactual, a gas engine. A similar pattern emerges for the mCHP
technologies.
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Figure III-XII: Levelised costs of all possible pathways for onsite power in case study 3 (2040-2050)
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Levelised costs for building heat [€2014/MJheat]
For building heating, there is the district and building level fuel cell applications. In 2020-2030, for
micro CHP for buildings, the fuel cell pathways are considerably more costly than the counter-factual
case, with the lowest cost pathway using gas supply (green box; Figure III-XIII). At the larger scale
district level CHP, while much higher than the counter-factual, fuel cell applications are lower cost
than at the building level, although rely on onsite production; truck-based distribution pathways are
much more costly.

Figure III-XIII: Levelised costs of all possible pathways in case study 3 (2020-2030)

In the longer term, the cost distribution is similar to that for the onsite power applications, with
higher costs associated with more carbon-intensive H2 production pathways, and lower costs associated with low or negative carbon intensity pathways. Those micro CHP pathways using electrolysis
are now more cost-competitive, albeit still more costly, than the counterfactual (green box; Figure
III-XIV). This reflects the stronger role of the carbon price in this period, and increases in commodity prices. For district level CHP, a similar pattern is shown, with the highest cost pathways again
based on gas-based H2 production and / or use of trucks for liquid H2 transportation.
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Figure III-XIV: Levelised costs of all possible pathways in case study 3 (2040-2050)
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CO2 emissions for onsite power [kg CO2/kWhe]
In the shorter term, onsite generation applications see higher emissions for H2 production from electrolysis, as the carbon intensity of electricity is relatively higher than using gas for H2 production
(Figure III-XV). A similar pattern is observed for electricity production from building mCHP applications.

Figure III-XV: CO2 emissions of all possible pathways in case study 3 (2020-30)

In the longer term, the strong mitigation benefits of using low carbon intensity electrolysis and bioenergy w/ and w/out CCS are apparent, compared to those pathways based on using natural gas, or
natural gas SMR for H2 production (Figure III-XVI). Note that negative emissions from bioenergy w/
CCS are captured in the tool; it is clear that such a technology and this accounting is subject to very
large uncertainties.
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Figure III-XVI: CO2 emissions of all possible pathways in case study 3 (2040-50)
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CO2 emissions for building heat [kg CO2/MJheat]
In the shorter term, for heating in building we can see that H2 pathways are much higher emission
than the direct use of gas, in the counterfactual technologies or in the fuel cell applications (Figure
III-XVII). Again, in the longer term, the strong mitigation benefits of using low carbon intensity electrolysis and bioenergy w/ and w/out CCS are apparent, particularly compared to those pathways
using natural gas SMR for H2 production.

Figure III-XVII: CO2 emissions of all possible pathways in case study 3 (2020-30)

In the longer term, the strong mitigation benefits of using low carbon intensity electrolysis and bioenergy w/ and w/out CCS are apparent, compared to those pathways based on using natural gas, or
natural gas SMR for H2 production (Figure III-XVIII).
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Figure III-XVIII: CO2 emissions of all possible pathways in case study 3 (2040-50)
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III.E.4. Case Study 4: “Prospects of FCH Technologies and Pathways under Delayed Climate Action”
III.E.4.i Narrative
This case study explores the European FCH pathways which are present under a delayed climate
action scenario.
There is low public and political interest in climate change and in new energy technologies. This
leads to high interest rate for new projects and little investment in Research & Development (R&D).
Thus, only currently mature technologies will be deployed.
Due to the public disinterest, the political will to reach the “2030 climate & energy framework” goal
of a minimum cut of 40%10 in greenhouse gas emissions (from 1990 levels) in the EU, is missing.
There are neither individual binding targets for Member States for non-EU emissions trading system
(ETS) sectors nor reforming and strengthening of the ETS for the ETS sectors. Thus, the CO2 price
remains low. Similarly, the expansion of renewable energies is neglected leading to a low share of
renewable energies in the electricity mix. The shale gas boom in the US is over resulting in increasing demand for coal. This allows natural gas to come back into the European electricity market.
One reason for the negligence of the renewable power generation is the low natural gas price caused
by new pipeline projects in the North Sea and the Middle East. Declining subsidies for renewable
energies and paired with increasing electricity demand result in comparably high electricity prices.
Without a corresponding CO2 price signal, the hydrogen use in the transport sector remains small.
Hydrogen production thus stems from small and medium facilities only and is comparably expensive.

10

The EU ETS sectors would have to cut emissions by 43% and the non-ETS sectors by 30% (compared to
2005).
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III.E.4.ii Results for All Four Energy Services

Levelized costs for grid electricity [€2014 / kWhe]
There are four possible pathways for grid electricity, thereof no H2 pathway (Figure III-XIX).

Figure III-XIX: Levelized costs of all possible pathways in case study 4

Levelized costs for onsite / back-up power [€2014 / kWhe]
There are five possible pathways for onsite/back-up power, thereof three H2 pathways (green box;
Figure III-XX). Decentralised hydrogen generation from steam methane reforming and electrolysis is
possible under the selected conditions. However, the H2 pathways are not cost competitive with the
conventional pathways.

Figure III-XX: Levelized costs of all possible pathways in case study 4
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Levelized costs for industrial heat [€2014 / MJheat]
There are six possible pathways for industrial heat, thereof five H2 pathways (green box; Figure
III-XXI). Small and medium centralised and decentralised hydrogen generation is possible. The levelized costs of small and medium decentralised steam methane reforming with decentral H2 storage
and onsite use are comparable to the ones of the conventional pathway.

Figure III-XXI: Levelized costs of all possible pathways in case study 4
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Levelized costs for building heat [€2014 / MJheat]
There are eight possible pathways for building heat, thereof five H2 pathways (green box; Figure
III-XXII). Again, the pathways based on small and medium decentralised steam methane reforming
with decentral H2 storage and onsite use are more cost-competitive than the pathways with hydrogen from centralized steam methane reforming and electrolysis.

Figure III-XXII: Levelized costs of all possible pathways in case study 4

III.F. Insights from the Merit Ranking Tool
III.F.1. Conclusions from the Case Studies
Off-grid power generation for islands (Case Study 1)
FCH pathways for the power supply in remote areas and on islands have promising merits according
to our analysis. Particularly, hydrogen production from electrolysis is interesting if the electricity is
produced by renewable energy sources, i.e. with high intermittency and low CO2 emissions. For the
electrolysis, PEM/Alkaline units may be used. They allow for dealing with intermittent renewable
power generation due to their flexibility (PEFC only). On larger islands, the merit of flexibility can be
increased by either increasing the intermittency of power supply or by changing to a larger electrolyser (at the expense of higher CAPEX and OPEX).
Hydrogen is stored in gas tanks and then consumed directly onsite, or transported with trucks to
end-users11. The corresponding application is hydrogen-fuelled prime power (i.e. electricity demand11

Refuelling stations (which are not considered in this report) can also provide flexibility.
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driven) FC. Such pathways can handle not only the high intermittency of renewable generation, but
also varying energy demand (daily and seasonal variation in case of relatively large energy requirement). Additional advantages of this pathway are that the storage volume in H2 gas tanks can be
relatively large, and that the subsequent FC can also allow for efficient heat production (with CHP
plants) in colder areas where heating is required (or hot water).
Under the assumptions of the case study (moderate carbon price of 35 €/t CO2 and moderate natural gas price of 30 €/GJth) such FCH pathways are expected to be cost-competitive to natural gas
pathways already in 2020-30. Thus, no policy support is expected to be required (except possibly for
early adopters due to the present high CAPEX for electrolysers and FC plants). A competing technology is to store electricity from intermittent renewables in electric batteries. This technology is not in
the scope of this policy report. Also, the option of partial grid connection with mainland (for islands
located close to mainland) is not considered.
Power generation for Southern European countries (Case Study 2)
Under the assumption of the case study, the following H2 pathway seems to be particularly promising for producing grid electricity in Southern European regions with limited cross-border transmission capacities: Small decentralised electrolysis with decentralized H2 gas tanks and onsite use of
the produced hydrogen in FC DCHP plants. This pathway has more benefits in all addressed merits
compared with other possible H2 pathways.
H2 production via electrolysis is of particular interest in terms of flexibility and of low CO2 emissions
in regions having limited cross-border capacity, large share of intermittent power in the system, and
relatively strong climate mitigation policy. On the other hand, potential H2 pathways generally suffer
from low regulatory coverage, low public acceptance, and high costs when compared with natural
gas-based pathways. To support power generation from FCH pathways in Southern Europe their
costs must be reduced, further R&D is required, standards and regulations are needed, and public
acceptance must be enhanced.
Strategic push for H2 in the residential and commercial sector (Case Study 3)
The case study illustrates a push towards several favourable conditions for the deployment of FCH
technologies and applications in the residential and commercial sector (onsite power, building heat).
The strategic push consists of higher natural gas prices, higher CO2 prices, higher technology readiness (i.e. R&D investments) and more renewable power in the electricity supply mix in 2040–50
compared to 2020–30.
For prime power FCs for onsite power and mCHP plants for building heat, the strategic push leads to
cost competitiveness and lower CO2 emissions of biomass- and electrolyser-based H2 pathways in
the long-term (2040–50) compared with conventional pathways. Natural gas fuelled mCHP are another option in the residential and commercial sector. They can rely on the existing gas network and
are therefore available in short- and medium-term. While still too expensive in 2020–30, they become cost-competitive in 2040–50 compared to the conventional natural gas technologies. Regard-
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ing CO2 emissions, natural gas fuelled FC pathways have only medium rank in the long-term: they
are worse than renewable H2 pathways and better than natural gas-based H2 pathways. Alternatively or in addition to the considered strategic push, T&D infrastructure could be financially supported.
This option is not considered in the assessment.
Delayed climate action scenario (Case Study 4)
Under the assumption of delayed climate action in this case study, only a limited subset of all the
possible FCH pathways is available because the use of hydrogen in other sectors is low and the
technology readiness levels stay relatively low, too. Hence, such a scenario does not favour FCH
technologies and pathways. Nevertheless, for all energy services (except grid electricity) at least one
H2 pathway would be available. For industrial and building heat, there are even two H2 pathways
that have similar levelized costs as the natural gas-based pathways.
The case study shows that FCH technologies and pathways are marginalized under delayed climate
action. Natural gas-based pathways are more cost-competitive and may be therefore selected for
industry and building applications. Note that the CO2 emissions of different FCH pathways for onsite
power and building heat in 2040–50 have to be assessed individually: they can be either higher or
lower than the respective conventional natural gas technology.
III.F.2. Conclusions on the Merit Ranking Tool
The merit ranking tool includes H2 generation, storage, and transport technology options and FCH
applications, together with the corresponding pathways. They are contrasted against gas-fired counterfactual technologies based on a set of seven merits. The user can adjust the values of a set of
key parameter assumptions to explore possible scenarios.
The merit ranking tool was tested in four comprehensive case studies which illustrate the types of
questions that can be answered and the types of results that can be generated:


How does a specific FCH pathway perform with respect to other possible pathways and different merits? (Case Study 1)



What FCH pathways are possible and interesting for a country or region with particular properties? (Case Study 2)



How can the availability and performance of specific FCH technologies evolve over time?
(Case Study 3)



What are the possible FCH pathways under a specific set of economic, political and social
boundary conditions (i.e. a specific scenario)? (Case Study 4)

The present analysis illustrates the competing nature of the selected merits and the role of the
storyline in the ranking decisions. The storyline itself as well as the emphasis on particular merits
are up to the perception of the decision maker. The (subjective) interpretation of the response of the
ranking tool is still a necessary step; the decision maker is called to introduce in her analysis further
constraints, thresholds, and conditions that are not directly and fully captured by the tool.
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Box 4: Pathway Ranking with DEA
In the merit ranking tool, the FCH technologies and FCH pathways are compared separately
with respect to the seven merits: CO2 Emissions, Levelized cost, Marginal abatement cost,
Flexibility, Maturity, Public acceptability, and Regulatory coverage. A user of the tool can combine the seven merits of a FCH pathway (or of a FCH technology) by assigning weights to the
merits and by summing the weighted merits up. The choice of weights is subjective to the user (policy maker). There is no golden rule to circumvent the subjective choice of weights: It is
possible to consider different weight distributions over the merits, but there are infinitely
many possible distributions, and the selection of a few representative distributions may again
boil down to a subjective choice. It is also possible to convert the units of the merits to a
monetary value, but the conversion factor is not obvious, or is again subjective, especially for
soft merits, for example for Public acceptability. In the following, we choose for each pathway
its (in a certain sense) optimal weights by applying DEA.
DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis) is a numerical technique to evaluate the relative efficiency
of economic production units, where “production” can be understood in a wide application dependent sense. Production units have usually several inputs and some output quantities, and
the goal is to evaluate the efficiency of total output by total input:
𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =

𝑤1 𝑥1 + 𝑤2 𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝑤𝑛 𝑥𝑛
,
𝑣1 𝑦1 + 𝑣2 𝑦2 + ⋯ + 𝑣𝑚 𝑦𝑚

where w1,…,wn are the weights of the outputs x1,…,xn, and v1,…,vm are the weights of the inputs

y1,…,ym. Assumptions for DEA are relatively weak: inputs and outputs can have different units
and are not required to be normalized. DEA is widely used in energy and environmental analysis, and there exists several papers that use DEA specifically for technology assessment [66].
In our case, we want to answer the following question:
What are the HFC pathways that can be most efficiently supported by policy makers?
The efficiency of support is supposed to be represented by the merits. Beneficial merits are
outputs for DEA, that is, Public acceptability, Maturity, Regulatory coverage, and Flexibility.
For example, if the maturity of a pathway is high, then the pathway may require less prolonged support to reach market competitiveness; hence the efficiency of the pathways for policy support is high. On the other hand, inputs are CO 2 emissions, Levelized costs, and Marginal abatement cost. For example, the CO2 emissions of path can be considered as a burden for
a sustainable policy support under current EU climate policy.
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If we were to ask a stakeholder of a specific FCH pathway how the merits should be weighted
to evaluate the efficiency of the pathway, she would obviously choose the weights such that
the efficiency of the pathway is maximized to get policy support. For example, CO2-free pathways would assign a high weight on CO2 emissions, because this input is zero, whereas lowcost pathways would assign high weight on levelized costs. Given the different subjective
opinions of stakeholders in particular pathways (and technologies), a policy maker must select
those pathways (and technologies) that can be efficiently supported. The idea of DEA is not to
impose a subjective weighting, but rather each pathway p has the freedom to select its own
optimal weights. Then, for all other pathways, the optimal weights of p are used to evaluate
the efficiency of all other pathways under these weights. If another pathway yields a higher
efficiency using the optimal weights of p, then p cannot be efficient. Hence, we can single-out
non-efficient pathways, that is, pathways for which another pathway exists that performs as
well in all merits, and that performs at least better in one merit to achieve a higher efficiency.
In mathematical terms, for each pathway we maximize the efficiency by choosing optimal,
positive weights w1,…,wn and v1,…,vm:
maximize 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =

𝑤1 𝑥1 + 𝑤2 𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝑤𝑛 𝑥𝑛
,
𝑣1 𝑦1 + 𝑣2 𝑦2 + ⋯ + 𝑣𝑚 𝑦𝑚

under the constraint that the efficiency of every path should not exceed 1 (in fact, 1 is just
arbitrarily chosen, and could be any positive number). Hence, the constraint is
𝑠𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡

𝑤1 𝑥1 + 𝑤2 𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝑤𝑛 𝑥𝑛
≤ 1,
𝑣1 𝑦1 + 𝑣2 𝑦2 + ⋯ + 𝑣𝑚 𝑦𝑚

where the constraint has to hold for all pathways (i.e. by enforcing the constraint for all the
different pathways having different outputs x1,…,xn and inputs y1,…,ym.). In case the maximized
efficiency of a pathway is strictly below 1, then this path cannot be efficient, because there
exists another pathway having higher efficiency. The constrained maximization from above
can be reformulated as a linear problem and numerically solved by a standard solver. Note
that we have to solve an optimization problem for each pathway. As an example, we evaluate
the pathways under the following assumptions (which correspond generally to the default assumptions in sheet “Introduction” of the merit ranking tool):


H2 use in other sectors = High; Time period = 2020-2030; TRL >= 6; Public acceptability in medium term = Low



Prices: CO2 = 35 €/tCO2; Hydrogen = 35 €/GJ; Biomass = 5 €/GJ; Natural Gas =
30 €/GJ; Electricity = 45 €/MWh
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Electricity mix CO2 intensity = 50g CO2/kWh; Interest rate = 6%; Flexibility: Default
40%.

We analyse different subsets of pathways: All pathways indifferent of application type, and
pathways by application (Building Heat, Industrial Heat, Grid Electricity, and Onsite / Back-up
Power). CCS pathways are excluded because of the low probability in current EU policy
framework. Some results are as follows.
DEA-efficiency over all pathways
For the analysis, pathways with power output (kWh) were converted to MJ. According to the
results of Table A-I, high DEA-efficient pathways include:


Large biomass steam reforming  Industrial heat. Note that the price of biomass is
relatively low in the default assumption of the merit ranking tool.



Large/Medium electrolyser  Industrial heat, District CHP, or OCGT. The pathway with
OCGT has a high efficiency because it can score relatively high on flexibility and on CO 2
emissions, whereas the District CHP is also favourable in terms of levelized costs.



Some natural gas pathways (without hydrogen) are partially also highly DEA-efficient,
because in this case the weights are assigned on levelized costs.

On the other hand, low DEA-efficient pathway is for example: Small natural gas steam reforming  CCGT.
DEA-efficiency of pathways for Building Heat
According to Table A-V, high DEA-efficient pathways for building heat include:


Large/Medium electrolyzer  District CHP, under different storage and transport options. In this case, the favourable weight is entirely put on Flexibility.

On the other hand, a low DEA-efficient pathway is for example: Natural gas steam reforming
 micro CHP.
DEA-efficiency of pathways for Industrial Heat
According to Table A-IV, high DEA-efficient pathways for industrial heat include:


Large biomass steam reforming, or Large/Medium electrolyzer  Boiler, under different storage and transport options. In this case, the favourable weighting is distributed
between CO2 emissions, Levelized costs, Flexibility, Maturity and Public acceptance.
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On the other hand, a low DEA-efficient pathway is for example: Natural gas steam reforming
 Boiler.
DEA-efficiency of pathways for Grid Electricity
According to Table A-II: , high DEA-efficient pathways for grid electricity include:


Large biomass steam reforming, or Large electrolyzer  CCGT or OCGT, where these
pathways have high efficiency mainly because of the large flexibility and because of
relatively low levelized costs.

On the other hand, a low DEA-efficient pathway for grid electricity is for example: Natural gas
steam reforming  CCGT or OCGT.
DEA-efficiency of pathways for Onsite / Back-up Power
According to Table A-III, high DEA-efficient paths for onsite / back-up power include:


Large or medium electrolyzer  FC, under various storage and transport options.
These pathways have high efficiency because they have favourable marginal abatement costs.

On the other hand, a low DEA-efficient pathway is for example: Natural gas steam reforming
 Methanation.
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IV. ENERGY SYSTEM ANALYSIS
The merit ranking tool presented in the previous section considers different FCH technologies and
pathways but not based on a fully integrated approach. We have therefore undertaken complementary review of selected system-based analyses, to explore the interactions with the wider system,
and provide context to the FCH technology and pathway assessment in chapter III. Energy system
analysis allow for:


the analysis of the services FCH applications can provide for the energy system



the evaluation of the deployment (incl. interesting pathways) and potentials of FCH technologies under different boundary conditions (scenarios), and



the identification of synergies with mobility applications of FCH technologies and applications.

Based on their scope (global, European, one EU member state) and the expertise of the authors,
three scenarios studies were selected. The three studies were analysed in detail to identify the role
of stationary FCH applications in the energy system context. They included:


a global study (WEC/PSI [67], section IV.A),



an EU study (JRC-EU-TIMES [24], see section IV.B) and



a Member State specific (UK) study (E4Tech [26], see section IV.C)

Section IV is complemented with the insights gained from the energy system scenario studies for
the assessment of stationary FCH applications (IV.D).

IV.A. WEC/PSI Scenario Study
IV.A.1. Description
In 2011, the Energy Economics group at Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) and the World Energy Council
(WEC) established a partnership (WEC-PSI) to develop jointly global energy scenarios with the aim
to improve understanding of options for responding to global energy-related challenges. JAZZ and
SYMPHONY are not normative, but pragmatic scenarios which are analysed with the purpose of exploring what has been defined as being feasible. The hydrogen sector is modelled in great detail in
the GMM model, offering many options for hydrogen production and transport. Among the hydrogen
production technologies there are also CCS options for natural gas reforming and coal gasification as
well as different nuclear technologies.


JAZZ is more consumer-driven and market-oriented, with a focus on energy equity, individual
access and affordability



o

CO2 price in 2025: 0-15 $2010/t CO2 (slow development)

o

CO2 price in 2050: 23-45 $2010/t CO2 (slow development)

SYMPHONY is more voter-driven and regulation-oriented, with a focus on achieving environmental sustainability and energy security.
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CO2 price in 2025: 10-40 $2010/t CO2 (rapid state control)

o

CO2 price in 2050: 70-80 $2010/t CO2 (rapid state control)
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The scenarios were quantified with the Global Multi-regional MARKAL (GMM) model to provide deeper insights into the implications of different scenario storylines, allowing the identification of robust
trends and of key drivers of the energy system [67]. The focus of the model is on the supply side of
energy. The model has perfect foresight and minimizes long-term discounted system cost until
2050.
IV.A.2. Results and Insights


In both scenarios, hydrogen is entering the energy system in 2020 (Figure IV-I; Table IV-I).
After relapsing during the following decade, its use increases again towards 2050. The intermediate peak in the hydrogen use in the 2020 period in mainly caused for the car sector:
Hydrogen produced with natural gas steam reforming in combination with hydrogen hybrid
cars is found to be cost-competitive (mainly in China and the USA)12.



Due to the “perfect foresight” modelling assumption, the model predicts the technology and
CO2 costs from now until 2050. The actual implementation may be delayed compared to the
modelling result, as real decision-makers do not have this foresight and may act more cautiously with regard to new technologies such as FCH applications.



The share of hydrogen in the total final consumption is marginal: for JAZZ it increases from
0.13% in 2025 to 0.27% in 2050. For SYMPHONY, the shares are slightly higher with values
of 0.18% in 2025 and 0.50% in 2050.



The share of hydrogen in the electricity generation is zero in 2025 in both scenarios. The contribution increases to 0.13 % and 0.32% in 2050 for JAZZ and SYMPHONY respectively.



In both scenarios, the hydrogen production is initially dominated by natural gas reforming
and to a lower extent by coal gasification. In the two later time periods, natural gas reforming stays in the mix, coal gasification is extended and nuclear hydrogen technologies are deployed. Biomass gasification plays a minor role in both scenarios.



In JAZZ, the hydrogen deployment starts in car transport and on a very low level in decentralized FCH applications. From 2040, also central FCH applications are used. Nevertheless,
the decentralized applications continue to dominate the stationary sector.

12

Due to the 10 year life time of cars assumed in the model, the car technologies can change significantly from
one time step to another.
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Figure IV-I: Hydrogen production and use in the WEC/PSI scenarios JAZZ and SYMPHONY.



In SYMPHONY, the hydrogen sector is dominated by the car sector which is rapidly growing
from 0.73 EJ in 2020 to 1.69 EJ in 2050 time. The stationary sector includes first more decentral applications whose share is then surpassed by the central applications.



The split between decentralised and centralised applications in the two scenarios implies synergies of central applications with a more developed passenger car sector due to the economies of scale and technology learning in production and distribution of hydrogen. Overall, the
size of the stationary hydrogen sector is the same in both scenarios, independent of the difference in the CO2 price.
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Table IV-I: Modelling results from the WEC/PSI scenarios JAZZ and SYMPHONY
Scenario

FCH deployment

H2 producion

H2 storage

H2 transport

FCH application

Energy service

JAZZ

decentral
0.13 EJ in 2020
0.85 EJ in 2050

Coal gasification w/o CCS
(C)
Coal gasification w/ CCS
(C)
Gasoline reforming (D)
SMR (C) w/o CCS
SMR (C) w/ CCS
SMR (D)
Biomass gasification (C)
Nuclear HT electrolysis
Nuclear HP electrolysis
Nuclear SI cycle
Electrolysis w/ wind energy

Not explicitly
modelled

Compression >
Pipeline > Truck
> Fuelling station

H2 thermal use in industry
H2 replacing diesel in industry
H2 FC for electricity in
industry
H2 FC cogen in industry

industrial heat
industrial energy
industrial electricity

central
0.01 EJ in 2020
0.41 EJ in 2050
car transport
0.50 EJ in 2020
0.50 EJ in 2050
other surface
transport
0.00 EJ in 2020
0.17 EJ in 2050
SYMPHONY

decentral
0.07 EJ in 2020
0.26 EJ in 2050
central
0.02 EJ in 2020
0.93 EJ in 2050
car transport
0.73 EJ in 2020
1.69 EJ in 2050
other surface
transport
0.00 EJ in 2020
0.07 EJ in 2050

Compression >
Pipeline ring >
Fuelling station
Liquefaction >
Truck > Fuelling
station

H2 FC for electricity in
residential/ commercial
H2 heating in residential/
commercial
H2 FC cogen in residential/
commercial

residential/ commercial electricity
residential/ commercial heat
car transport
other surface
transport

H2 FC car
H2 hybrid electric car
H2 FC transport
Coal gasification w/o CCS
(C)
Coal gasification w/ CCS
(C)
Gasoline reforming (D)
SMR (C) w/o CCS
SMR (C) w/ CCS
SMR (D)
Biomass gasification (C)
Nuclear HT electrolysis
Nuclear HP electrolysis
Nuclear SI cycle
Electrolysis w/ wind energy

Not explicitly
modelled

Compression >
Pipeline > Truck
> Fuelling station
Compression >
Pipeline > Liquefaction > Truck >
Fuelling
Compression >
Pipeline ring >
Fuelling station
Liquefaction >
Truck > Fuelling
station

H2 thermal use in industry
H2 replacing diesel in industry
H2 FC for electricity in
industry
H2 FC cogen in industry

industrial heat
industrial energy
industrial electricity

H2 heating in residential/
commercial

car transport
other surface
transport

residential/ commercial heat

H2 FC car
H2 hybrid electric car
H2 FC transport
H2 combustion in other
surface transport
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IV.B. JRC-EU-TIMES Scenario Study
IV.B.1. Description
Two scenarios according to EU policy trends are analysed in the study of Sgobbi et al. [24]. The
study uses the JRC-EU-TIMES model for the quantitative analysis, which is a bottom-up optimization
model of the European energy system. The focus is on the supply side of the energy sector. The
model is deterministic (“perfect foresight”) and minimizes long-term discounted system costs until
2050. The system-cost approach used is equivalent to a perfect-market assumption. Two scenarios
are investigated:


CPI (Current Policy Initiative): The 20-20-20 targets of the EU are considered for year 2020
and later, that is, 20% less CO2 emissions (compared to 1990), 20% final energy consumption supplied by renewables, and 20% increase in energy efficiency. In addition, the scenario
assumes 27% lower total primary energy supply in 2030.
o

The scenario results in approx. 60% renewable electricity (35% PV + wind + ocean)
in 2050 (total generated electricity in 2050: 3787 TWh).



CAP (Stringent decarbonisation): The policy assumptions are as in the CPI scenarios, but additionally with a more stringent decarbonisation target in 2050 of 80% less CO2 emissions
(compared to 1990).
o

The scenario results in approx. 60% renewable electricity (35% PV + wind + ocean)
in 2050 (total generated electricity in 2050: 4354 TWh).

Figure IV-II: Electricity stored in hydrogen in the EU28 in the two scenarios [24].
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IV.B.2. Results and Insights
The main results of the study are as follows (the results hold for both scenarios if not mentioned
otherwise; see also Table IV-II below).


The modelling shows a relatively early deployment (starting in the period 2020-30) of hydrogen technologies, because the model accounts for future technology costs in 2050 being reduced and CO2 prices increasing. Hence, in reality, deployment may come later than predicted by such models.

Figure IV-III: Hydrogen production technologies in the EU28 under the two scenarios [24].



The amount of H2 production relative to final energy consumption is small (Table IV-II): In
the scenario with more stringent policy scenario CAP, H2 is merely 4% of total final energy in
year 2050 (1600 PJ of H2), and is below 1% in year 2030 (250 PJ of H2). In the CPI scenario,
amounts are even smaller.



The following types of H2 technologies are deployed significantly (i.e. they are system-costeffective):
o

H2 generation: Apart from fossil sources (partially with CCS), a large amount of H2 is
produced from centralized electrolysers and from biomass. Generation from biomass
profits when used in conjunction with CCS, because this technology has negative CO2
emission (in those scenario variants where CCS is allowed). Synthetic fuel production
is also a major application for H2: for example for kerosene (30% of H2 in year 2050
in CPI is for kerosene, and slightly lower share in CAP).

o

H2 storage: H2 is mostly stored in centralized tanks, which are frequently coupled with
centralized electrolysers. For example, in year 2050, 36-38% of the tanks are coupled
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with electrolysers in the scenarios. The storage amounts as a share of all electricity
storage is substantial in year 2050: It is 23% and 42% in the CPI and CAP scenario,
respectively.
o

H2 in industry: Most of the H2 is used in industry (70% of the H2 in CAP scenario),
where it is used mainly for the reduction of iron and other processes (50% of process
energy). In year 2050, 1% and 6% of energy for industry is H2 in the CPI and CAP
scenario, respectively.

o

H2 in transport: 1% and 5% of the transport energy demand in year 2050 is satisfied
by H2 in the CPI and CAP scenario, respectively, whereas it is around 0% in 2030 in
both scenarios. The most significant use is not in FC cars (0%/6% of p-km in 2050 in
CPI/CAP) but in public buses (3%/40% of p-km in CPI/CAP).

o

H2 in stationary heat and power applications: Dedicated stationary use for heat and
power is small. The major application is electricity by stationary fuel cells in both scenarios.



The following types of H2 technologies are deployed only marginally or not at all:
o

Decentralized H2 technologies do not reach market competitiveness, because of relatively high costs compared to centralized technologies

o

H2 generation by solar steam reforming from methane, because of relatively low solar
radiation in Europe

o

H2 generation by nuclear, because of high CAPEX

o

Underground storage, because it must be at large scale. Hence, large-scale H2 generation technologies are needed nearby, which would be H2 from coal and MSR
(Steam Methane Reforming) from natural gas without CCS, which are not valid options under the climate protection scenarios. For example, only 1% of storage is underground in 2050 in the stringent CAP scenario.

o

PtP technology is assumed to have a relatively high round-trip efficiency using stationary fuel cells of 44-46%. But PtP is still not deployed in the energy-system scenarios: requiring further cost reductions of PEM fuel cells. PtP is 1% of total electricity in
the CAP scenario in 2050, and increases slightly to 2% if the CAPEX is reduced by a
25%.

o

Blending of H2 into natural gas pipelines: The blending is not found to be a valid option in the scenarios given the cost assumptions of the modelling. The maximal blending share of 15% is a major limitation that prohibits its use for stringent decarbonisation.



H2 storage is mainly used to balance daily variations of intermittent renewable power generation, for example to store solar generation. Seasonal storage is less used.



If CCS is not allowed for electricity generation (in a model-variant of the two scenarios), then
H2 generation is increased considerably: For example in the stringent CAP scenario, there is
80% more H2 in year 2050, with H2 almost all generated by electrolysers.
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Table IV-II: Modelling results from the JRC-EU-TIMES scenarios CPI and CAP
Scenario

FCH deployment

H2 production

H2 storage

H2 transport

FCH application

Energy service

CPI

stationary sector
(residl.+comercl.)
8 PJ in 2020
3 PJ in 2050

Biomass Steam reforming (C)

Tank (C)

Not reported what
technology is actually
deployed (different
options are modelled)

H2 replacing other reduction agents for iron

industrial (mainly nonenergy use)

H2 for balancing intermittent renewables

other surface transport

stationary sector
(industry)
97 PJ in 2020
127 PJ in 2050

SMR + CCS, small
size (C)
Alkaline Electrolyser,
medium and large
size (C)

H2 fuel cell bus (cars:
small deployment)
stationary FCs (small
deployment)

transport
3 PJ in 2030
19 PJ in 2050
CAP

stationary sector
(residl.+comercl.)
7 PJ in 2020
5 PJ in 2050
stationary sector
(industry)
220 PJ in 2020
1068 PJ in 2050
transport
2 PJ in 2020
531 PJ in 2050

car transport (marginally)
aviation (kerosene fuel
production)
other sectors (small)

Coal Gasification +
CCS, medium size
(C)
Biomass Gasification
+ CCS, medium size
(C)

Tank (C)

Not reported what
technology is actually
deployed (different
options are modelled)

H2 replacing other reduction agents for iron

industrial (mainly nonenergy use)

H2 fuel cell bus (cars:
small deployment)

other surface transport

stationary FCs (small
deployment)

car transport (marginally)

SMR + CCS, small
size (C)

aviation (kerosene fuel
production)

Alkaline Electrolyser,
medium and large
size (C)

other sectors (small)
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IV.C. E4Tech/UCL Scenario Study
IV.C.1. Description
New UK analysis undertaken by E4Tech / UCL [26] explore, using the latest international estimates
on technology costs (also used in the merit assessment tool) the role for hydrogen in the UK system. Two scenarios were explored that meet UK climate reduction goals of 80% GHG reductions in
2050, relative to 1990:


A Critical Path scenario, with a view to keeping open the option to use hydrogen in end-uses
that are seen to be strategically important.



A Full Contribution scenario models aggressive hydrogen uptake based on an early, consistent and long-term commitment to the extensive use of hydrogen across the economy.

IV.C.2. Results and Insights
In the Critical Path scenario, there is not expansive infrastructure investment and development pre2030 but rather development of demand and supply around self-sufficient hubs (also known as pioneer cities or regions), mainly focusing on transport systems. This approach means low levels of
decentralised production via electrolysis in the main prior to 2030. The network can then expand
once development in hub and urban areas. Key model results show that:


1% of final energy provision by 2040, focused in chemicals and NFM sectors. This expands to
a modest extent by 2050 – but strong uptake is not seen due to more cost-effective options.
Other studies in the UK see H2 use in industry as one of the highest cost abatement routes,
and with limited potential [50] [68].



Hydrogen in OCGTs as a peaking technology provides 15 PJ of electricity in 2050, but perhaps more significantly 30 GW of capacity (out of total power sector capacity of 120 GW).



As the supply system expands, centralised hydrogen production via gas SMR becomes the
dominant production type. In part this reflects a nuclear / CCS dominated scenario, with limited excess wind subject to curtailment, which could be used for electrolysis.



The scenario shows strong uptake of hydrogen in road transport sector by 2050, with no explicit take-up for residential or commercial heating.

The Full Contribution scenario sees a strategic push for hydrogen across all sectors. A key feature of
the scenario is the replacement of gas by hydrogen across the existing gas pipeline network, which
would be re-purposed over time. This would include over 60% of residential buildings supplied by
hydrogen, as shown below in Figure IV-IV. Strong penetration, due to network re-purposing limits,
would only be observed after 2025. A similar picture emerges for the services sector. Hydrogen also
accounts for nearly 50% of energy consumption in industry due to network re-orientation, displacing
natural gas (Figure IV-V). As per the earlier scenario, hydrogen is also used in the power sector, to
provide both peak and mid merit generation in OCGT/CCGT plant.
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Figure IV-IV: Residential heat provision under Full Contribution scenario [26]

Figure IV-V: Industrial fuel consumption under Full Contribution scenario [26]

This scenario relies on a strategy that ensures the existing gas system is converted from iron to PE
pipes, which would allow for re-purposing. The main sector that drives production and supply prior
to 2050 is the transport sector, with H2 vehicles fairly common in urban areas by 2030. H2 cars increase from 3 000 in 2020 to 200 000 in 2025 and 1.5 million in 2030. In buildings H2 accounts for
about 20% of residential and service sector heat demand (in both hydrogen boilers or from H2fuelled district heating).
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Hydrogen production is around 6 times higher than in the previous scenario, with production focused
on natural gas SMR, which in turn is contingent on CCS under a low carbon transition. The analysis
illustrates a low carbon scenario that reduces the role of electrification, and the need for negative
emission technologies – compared to the Critical Path scenario.
A key message from the analysis is that even with a strong strategic, more centralised push, the
role for hydrogen use in end use sectors is limited in the medium term by how quickly supply systems can be scaled. It also highlights that pre-2030 uptake of H2 applications is highly contingent on
a strategic vision for H2 in the longer term, and a strong set of actions in the very near term (as per
Table 5 in the E4Tech / UCL study report).

Box 5: UK perspective on scenario modelling and FCH heating technologies
With energy system models often used to explore the future role of hydrogen, Dodds et al.
[65] undertook a review of a selection of scenario studies across Europe and other regions.
A summary of the representation of heating from FCH applications is provided in Table
IV-III. It illustrates the limited representation and in some cases, the complete absence of
these technologies.
Table IV-III: Representation of FCH applications for heat in energy system models, adapted from
[65].
Energy system model
name

Scope

Representation of hydrogen and fuel cells for heat

ETSAP-TIAM

World

None

US EPA 9R

US

None

Canada TIMES

Canada

Included, but no specific details available

Pan-European TIMES

Europe

No information available

JRC-EU-TIMES Europe

Europe

Includes a hydrogen “burner”, but with a very
high costs/kW, and also hydrogen injection to the
gas networks

Belgium TIMES

Belgium

None

Norway TIMES

Norway

None

UK MARKAL

UK

Includes only natural gas-powered fuel cells

UKTM

UK

Includes fuel cell and hydrogen boiler technologies
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Consequently, many of the discussion around low carbon heating in Europe fail to adequately consider hydrogen and fuel cells technologies (FCH), despite the support for commercialisation in other regions, particularly Asia. This limited representation is important,
given the fact that heating accounts for more than half of global final energy consumption.
There is a difficulty in exploring the role of such applications, including their comparative
merits, if indeed they are not included in the scope of scenario analyses.
Many scenario analyses do see a role for FCH technologies but focused mainly on the
transport sector. This is also reflected in assessments undertaken by the IEA Energy Technology Publications [49]. In general, the low carbon heat transition is very much dominated by electrification via heat pumps, biomass boilers, district heating and solar thermal.
In addition to the lack of inclusion, another key issue highlighted by Dodds et al. [65] is
that the benefits of fuels cells, in terms of their application in the system cannot be adequately modelled. This is because “Energy system models have coarse temporal scales
while housing stock models generally do not consider variations in intraday heat generation”. This means that modelling the contribution of fuel cells to balancing potential demands from heat pumps and electric vehicles is not easily done, due to low temporal resolution. This implies that the “potential role of fuel cells as system-integrating solutions may
therefore have been underestimated in the resulting scenarios”.
However, despite the partial recognition of H2 stationary technologies and limited model
temporal resolution, the following selected scenario examples provide useful insights,
which help to put the merit order tool pathways into the broader system context.
The suite of UK models exploring future heating sector options also highlight the limited
characterisation, and therefore the lack of heat sector FCH applications in scenario results.
UK energy systems models that have included a broader role for FCH beyond transport
suggest that conversion of existing gas networks to transport hydrogen could be a costeffective option to deliver low carbon heat via micro-CHP, although this is under longer
term timescales i.e. post 2025 (Dodds and Demoullin [69], Dodds and McDowall [70]).
This leads to a reduction in the penetration of heat pumps, and a role for hydrogen FCH
applications providing support to heat pumps during peak demand periods.
Modelling in Dodds and Hawkes [47] suggests that the role of hydrogen and fuel cells in
the heat markets only emerges post-2030, and the level of uptake will be dependent on
different factors. The analysis shows hydrogen uptake from 2035, and by 2050, accounting
for over 15% of final energy use. 11% is used for residential heating, primarily either as a
blend in the fuel supply or in re-configured boilers. No fuel cell micro-CHP is deployed in
the pathway. The majority of H2 supply (over 80%) goes to the transport sector. The pa-
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per notes the relatively higher costs of hydrogen in relation to electricity, and micro-CHP
compared to hydrogen boilers – and hence the higher share of electrification for heating,
and where hydrogen is used for heating, its use in boilers. It also suggests that the value
of micro-CHP (using H2) could be under-valued, with the provision of electricity at peak
periods providing greater value in reality than suggested in a simplified model. This is particularly relevant where peak heating / electricity demand is aligned.
The different economic factors are extremely sensitive, and produce very different outlooks. Dodds and Demoullin [69] for example, in contrast, found strong penetration of fuel
cell micro-CHP for a similar scenario in an earlier UK optimisation model (MARKAL). This
related to higher costs of fuel cell technologies and H2 production in the Dodds and Hawkes
[47] analysis, with lower cost low carbon electricity and additional more cost effective mitigation options in other parts of the system e.g. biomass with CCS, providing headroom.
In part, many of the models used employ an optimisation framework, meaning that technologies are not employed until the economics become more attractive and / or climate
targets start to bite. Early phase take up via demonstration is rarely captured because the
economics suggest that they are not yet cost-effective.

IV.D. Insights from the Scenario Studies
The goal of the evaluation of the three existing scenario studies addressing different geographical
scales was to gain insight on the role FCH technologies and pathways can play for stationary applications from the energy system perspective. The following points were elicited from the studies:


The timing of significant deployment of H2 (>10% of energy consumption) is almost surely in
the post-2025 period (if at all), even with a strategic focus on developing a hydrogen economy. Some of the obstacles are the large infrastructure requirements for developing a widespread system, and the technology readiness of specific applications. Before 2025, H2 is used
only in niche applications. Nevertheless, this short-term period is still critical for R&D, strategic planning and market capacity development if H2 is viewed as a crucial energy carrier for a
low carbon energy-system transition.



The scenarios that show a large deployment of H2 have two features: Firstly, a strong uptake
in the transportation sectors, and secondly, a high carbon price driver. If the carbon price
signal is not strong enough, as for example in the WEC scenarios which have a relatively
moderate carbon price increase, the H2 penetration is relatively low, and H2 stays a niche energy vector.
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A strategic positioning towards H2 is needed for larger deployment, as illustrated in the UKbased Full Contribution scenario. This reflects the need to focus R&D on specific sectors, consider infrastructure development, and develop the necessary policy incentives.



CCS can play a critical role: In the EU scenarios, limited deployment of CCS leads to a strong
deployment of hydrogen via electrolysis. However, in the UK scenario, the stronger availability of CCS allows for H2 production via gas SMR.

The evaluated energy system scenarios provide some interesting system-level insight for H2, but a
correct interpretation of results demands also to consider some limits of energy system modelling:


The scenario results depend on how the technologies are modelled. A lack of a detailed characterisation of stationary H2 applications can imply that their role in scenario results is overly
limited or overly optimistic.



The model paradigm used in the evaluated energy system studies is optimisation, which
means that technologies are competing on a least-cost basis; non-cost factors may not be
fully captured by side constraints.



A coarse temporal resolution often means that the role of H2 for balancing supply and demand may be wrongly estimated. This holds in particular for multi-regional models, which
have usually no hourly time resolution, but consider aggregated peak- and base-load periods.



The models rarely consider the endogenous impact of learning-by-doing, which could in principle significantly reduce the cost of H2 systems and technologies. The dynamics of costs and
the maximal techno-economic growth rates of (FCH) technologies and applications are sometimes predefined by scenario assumptions.
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V. INTEGRATION AND SYNTHESIS
V.A. Summary of the Evaluation
A merit ranking tool was developed for the assessment of the merits of different FCH technologies
and pathways for stationary applications. It takes into account twelve hydrogen production technologies, four types of hydrogen storage, six variants of T&D of hydrogen, five heat and eight power
applications. These technologies are combined to a large set of four-step FCH pathways which represent the energy chain from hydrogen generation technologies to FCH applications. The technology
set is complemented with natural gas-based counterfactual heat and power technologies and pathways which allow putting the FCH technologies and pathways into perspective.
Seven technological, economic, environmental and social merits are taken into account. The merits
allow the user to explore the pros and cons of the FCH technologies and pathways. A set of major
key parameters which influence the outcome of the merit assessment was defined. Examples are
CO2 intensity of the electricity mix, CO2 price, natural gas price and time frame. Starting from default values, the user can explore the impacts of changing the key parameters on the performance
of the FCH technologies and pathways with respect to the merits, i.e. the influence of different
boundary conditions.
In the present report, examples of the evaluation of different possible boundary conditions are presented in the form of case studies. Based on a narrative, the key parameters were set and the corresponding merits were calculated for the relevant FCH technologies as well as for the pathways.
There is usually no absolute best alternative – as in most real world decision problems. This translates to the possible responses of the tool; the best solution depends on the key parameters on the
input side and the individual preferences of each decision-maker for the competing merits on the
result side.
The detailed technology assessment with the merit ranking tool does not reveal how the FCH pathways perform in the context of the whole energy system. To gain more insight in such system aspects, three scenarios studies on different geographical levels (global, European, national) were analysed.
The evaluated scenarios studies find significant deployment of FCH technologies and pathways only
past 2025. Large deployment is dependent on a high carbon price and the strong use of hydrogen in
mobility. Strategic support of FCH technologies and pathways is needed due to the new infrastructure and the R&D investment required. CCS can also play a key role and may for example enable
low-carbon hydrogen generation via electrolysis. The employed energy-system modelling has also
some limitations that have to be kept in mind: Only a limited set of FCH technologies is usually
modelled, the optimization frameworks are normally based on least-cost optimization neglecting
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some other potential factors, and the temporal resolution may be too coarse to capture all benefits
of FCH technologies and pathways, such the flexible absorption of intermittent power electrolysers.

Box 6: Evaluation of selected FCH technologies and pathways
Storage of electricity and ancillary services
Electrolysers can be used to flexibly store (excess) electricity in the form of hydrogen. They
are thus best suited in the context of electricity grids supplied with a high share of intermittent renewable energies. Such low-carbon electricity supply is also decisive for a low carbon
footprint of electrolysis. Electrolysis is usually cost-competitive with the other considered hydrogen generation technologies. Nevertheless, the comparison with other technologies depends on the prices of natural gas, electricity, CO2 and of biomass (assumption on key parameters in the merit order tool). Regulatory coverage and maturity are no problem for electrolysis, and public acceptability is expected to be quite high, too (80-90%).
Methanation, the process required to produce methane from hydrogen, has medium regulatory coverage and public acceptance. The costs are comparatively high and the TRL is quite low,
even in 2020-30. R&D is thus needed to improve technology readiness. The cost competitiveness and the business case of whole methanation pathways have still to be demonstrated.
Re-electrification of grid electricity stored in the form of gas
Re-electrification of hydrogen is possible with gas turbines, district CHP plants or prime power
fuel cells. Hydrogen turbines are a relatively expensive, only partially regulated and an immature solution, which is also true for hydrogen-fuelled district CHP plants but at lower costs.
Prime power fuel cells are mature and covered by standards, but still comparably expensive
(in the range of hydrogen turbines). All three technologies do not emit CO2 during operation.
The re-electrification of methane from methanation can be carried out by gas turbines, gas
engines, district CHP plants (with and without fuel cell), and by prime power fuel cells. The
regulatory coverage and the maturity of all these technologies are high. The public acceptability of novel fuel cell technologies is slightly lower than of conventional gas technologies. Gas
engines and prime power fuel cells tend to be more expensive solutions than the alternatives.
All these technologies emit CO2 during operation; district-CHPs with fuel cell and natural gas
combined-cycle plants have the lowest emissions.
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As displayed in Figure II-IV, conversion efficiencies of PtP pathways are quite low. This leads
to comparably high costs over the whole pathway. CO 2 emissions can be low, if – in case of
PtP – the hydrogen is produced from low-carbon electricity, or – in case of PtG – the CO2
emission in the FCH application is assumed to be balanced with the CO2 uptake of the
methanation process.
Blending of hydrogen in natural gas pipelines
Blending of hydrogen in natural gas pipelines is expected to require only small modifications
of the gas grid. Concentration and gas ratio must be well-controlled in order to avoid damage
to the equipment running on the gas mixture. Compared to the other considered hydrogen
T&D options, hydrogen blending in natural gas pipelines (up to 15% by volume) has high public acceptability, high regulatory coverage, medium maturity (TRL 7 in 2020–30) and low
costs. The major barrier is the TRL, which can be improved by further R&D on the impact of
the gas mixture on the gas grid and applications.
mCHP plants with fuel cells
mCHP plants have relatively high maturity and high public acceptability, and are fully covered
by regulations. If fuelled with natural gas, the CO2 emissions are comparable to the counterfactual technologies. The levelized costs are comparatively high for heat, and are comparable
to the counterfactual technologies for power, but this result depends also on natural gas and
hydrogen prices.

V.B. Policy Recommendations
The goal of this policy report is the evaluation of the potential and supporting the positioning of stationary FCH energy applications in the EU energy policy. We found that the potential, i.e. the contribution of FCH technologies to the energy supply, and the positioning, i.e. benefits of FCH technologies, decisively depend on the boundary conditions these technologies and pathways are facing.
With low natural gas prices, low carbon prices and low share of renewable power generation, low
R&D investments, and without particular (financial) support schemes for FCH technologies, stationary FCH applications remain marginal and unfavourable. Benefits of FCH technologies regarding CO2
emissions and flexibility only occur with high carbon prices and with a large share of renewable
power generation.
The current policy in the EU aims at stringent GHG emission targets which should be achieved via an
increasing carbon price and – thus – the deployment of more renewable energies. Under such
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boundary conditions, stationary FCH applications can provide benefits to the energy system in terms
of low carbon energy supply and increased flexibility to cope with intermittent renewable energies.
Based on the evaluation of FCH technologies and pathways with the merit ranking tool and in existing scenario studies a strategic push of the EU energy policies into the following directions seem to
be necessary to realise these benefits:

 Establish a high carbon price
High carbon prices are found to be a major driver for the deployment of FCH technologies and pathways in the merit ranking tool as well as in the scenario studies. With higher CO2 prices, the share of
renewable hydrogen and power generation is expected to increase while natural gas-based technologies and pathways lose competitiveness.
 Support renewable energies
In case the CO2 price stays low, the direct support of renewable technologies can be considered. The
effect of more renewable energies in the energy system is found to be twofold in the merit ranking
tool: i) The CO2 intensity of the electricity mix is lowered what makes hydrogen production from
electrolysis more attractive. ii) The higher share of intermittent power supply enables the electrolysis technologies to play its strength regarding flexibility.
 Invest in R&D
As illustrated by the merit raking tool, the TRL of many FCH technologies is currently low. While a
set of technologies is expected to reach maturity 2020-30, many other technologies are only available in the longer term. Examples of the latter are methanation and hydrogen generation from biomass. Investments in R&D can enable the earlier maturity of such technologies and enlarge the selection of possible FCH technologies and pathways and associated benefits. Regarding competitiveness with Asia and North America, it is important to invest as soon as possible in R&D to allow for
cost reductions by improving performance and durability.
 Support FCH infrastructure
Hydrogen-based pathways require new infrastructure. The development of the infrastructure requires financial, public and regulatory support. Based on the insights gained from the scenario studies, a strategic political planning towards the development of the required infrastructure is needed to
enable earlier and stronger deployment of FCH technologies and pathways.
 Establish codes and standards
The regulatory coverage of many FCH technologies and thus FCH pathways has proven to be incomplete by the technology assessment in the merit ranking tool. Establishing codes and standards for
all FCH technologies is a key element that encourages investments in the development and demonstration of new technologies up to market readiness.
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 Enhance communication with public
The detailed technology assessment in the merit ranking tool showed that public acceptability of
many FCH technologies is low what can hinder the implementation of FCH pathways. Information of
the public regarding the benefits and risks of FCH technologies is expected to help realizing FCH projects.
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APPENDIX
Currency Exchange Rates

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

$ in £
[54]
1.10
1.06
1.13
1.26
1.45
1.48
1.54
1.72
1.62
1.41
1.44
1.52
1.53
1.54
1.65

€ in £
[54]
1.19
1.18
1.20
1.11
1.17
1.19
1.23
1.26
1.11
1.01
1.08
1.09
1.19
1.16
1.24

£ in £
[53]
0.73
0.73
0.75
0.77
0.79
0.81
0.84
0.86
0.88
0.90
0.93
0.95
0.97
0.98
1.00

€ in €
[52]
0.88
0.90
0.91
0.91
0.93
0.95
0.98
1.01
1.01
0.97
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00

CHF in €
[55]

US$ in €
[55]
1.09

0.73

1.33

Deflators

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
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Energy Contents
Hydrogen (LHV)

120 MJ/kg

[71]

Natural Gas (LHV)

45 MJ/kg

[72]

Wood (LHV)

12 MJ/kg

[72]

CO2 Emission Factors
Natural gas

0.06 kg CO2/MJ

[73]

Biomass

0.11 kg CO2/MJ

[73]
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Results of DEA (Weighting of Merits)
Table A-I: Weighting of merits of pathways with DEA: All pathways (independent on application type). The most
and least efficient pathways are shown.

Technology Pathway

Eff.

Weight on merits
CO2

BIO_SR_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → ONSITE_USE →
H2_IND_BOIL_HEAT
BIO_SR_LRG_C
→
NO_STRG
→
H2_T&D_P
→
H2_IND_BOIL_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → ONSITE_USE →
H2_IND_BOIL_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C
→
C_GAS_STRG
→
ONSITE_USE →
H2_IND_BOIL_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C → C_GAS_STRG → ONSITE_USE →
H2_IND_BOIL_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → ONSITE_USE →
H2_FC_DCHP_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C
→
C_GAS_STRG
→
ONSITE_USE →
H2_FC_DCHP_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C → C_GAS_STRG → ONSITE_USE →
H2_FC_DCHP_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → ONSITE_USE →
H2_OCGT_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C
→
C_GAS_STRG
→
ONSITE_USE →
H2_OCGT_PWR
[NG_PROD]
→
[NG_STRG]
→
[NG_TRNSP]
→
[NG_CCGT_PWR]
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → H2_BLND_NG_P
→ H2_FC_DCHP_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → H2_T&D_P →
H2_FC_DCHP_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_GAS_STRG → H2_BLND_NG_P →
H2_FC_DCHP_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C
→
C_GAS_STRG
→
H2_T&D_P
→
H2_FC_DCHP_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C → C_GAS_STRG → H2_BLND_NG_P →
H2_FC_DCHP_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C
→
C_GAS_STRG
→
H2_T&D_P
→
H2_FC_DCHP_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → H2_BLND_NG_P
→ H2_OCGT_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → H2_T&D_P →
H2_OCGT_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C → C_GAS_STRG → ONSITE_USE →
H2_OCGT_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_GAS_STRG → H2_BLND_NG_P →
H2_OCGT_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_GAS_STRG → H2_T&D_P →
H2_OCGT_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C → C_GAS_STRG → H2_BLND_NG_P →
H2_OCGT_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C → C_GAS_STRG → H2_T&D_P →
H2_OCGT_PWR

Levl.

Mrg.

Cost

abat.

Flex.

Mat.

Publ.

Rgl.

accpt.

cov.

1

6.07

115.5

0

0

0.03

0.08

0

1

4.5

85.7

0

0

0.02

0.06

0

1

10.64

18.73

0

0.85

0

0.02

0

1

11.02

16.44

0

0.8

0.02

0

0

1

10.36

17.98

0

0.81

0

0.01

0

1

30.79

0

0.01

1

0

0

0

1

26.07

3.99

0.01

0.96

0

0

0

1

17.8

11.23

0

0.87

0

0.01

0

1

30.79

0

0.01

1

0

0

0

1

21.84

7.85

0.01

0.93

0

0

0

1

0

61.16

0

0.72

0

0.04

0

0.99

30.6

0

0.01

0.99

0

0

0

0.99

30.6

0

0.01

0.99

0

0

0

0.99

30.4

0

0.01

0.99

0

0

0

0.99

30.4

0

0.01

0.99

0

0

0

0.99

30.4

0

0.01

0.99

0

0

0

0.99

30.4

0

0.01

0.99

0

0

0

0.99

30.49

0

0.01

0.99

0

0

0

0.99
0.99

30.49
30.48

0
0

0.01
0.01

0.99
0.99

0
0

0
0

0
0

0.98

30.18

0

0.01

0.98

0

0

0

0.98

30.18

0

0.01

0.98

0

0

0

0.98

30.18

0

0.01

0.98

0

0

0

0.98

30.18

0

0.01

0.98

0

0

0
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ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → H2_BLND_NG_P
→ H2_IND_BOIL_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_GAS_STRG → H2_BLND_NG_P →
H2_IND_BOIL_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C → C_GAS_STRG → H2_BLND_NG_P →
H2_IND_BOIL_HEAT
…

0.96

10.22

17.99

0

0.81

0

0.01

0

0.96

10.12

17.41

0

0.79

0

0.01

0

0.96

9.98

17.22

0

0.78

0

0.01

0

NG_SR_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → METHANATION →
NG_FC_PWR
NG_SR_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → LQ_TRUCK →
H2_CCGT_PWR
NG_SR_SML_C → C_GAS_STRG → LQ_TRUCK →
H2_CCGT_PWR

0.06

0

7.39

0

0.05

0

0

0

0.05

0.26

4.89

0

0.06

0

0

0

0.05

0.25

4.77

0

0.06

0

0

0

Table A-II: Weighting of merits of pathways with DEA: Grid electricity application. The most and least efficient
pathways are shown.
Grid Electricity Pathway

Eff.

Weight on merits
CO2

BIO_SR_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → ONSITE_USE
H2_CCGT_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → ONSITE_USE
H2_CCGT_PWR
BIO_GSF_CCS_MED_C → C_GAS_STRG → ONSITE_USE
H2_OCGT_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → ONSITE_USE
H2_OCGT_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C
→
C_GAS_STRG
→
ONSITE_USE
H2_OCGT_PWR
[NG_PROD]
→
[NG_STRG]
→
[NG_TRNSP]
[NG_CCGT_PWR]
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C → C_GAS_STRG → ONSITE_USE
H2_OCGT_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C
→
C_GAS_STRG
→
ONSITE_USE
H2_FC_DCHP_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C → C_GAS_STRG → ONSITE_USE
H2_FC_DCHP_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C
→
C_GAS_STRG
→
ONSITE_USE
H2_CCGT_PWR
…
NG_SR_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → LQ_TRUCK
H2_OCGT_PWR
NG_SR_SML_C
→
C_GAS_STRG
→
LQ_TRUCK
H2_CCGT_PWR
NG_SR_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → LQ_TRUCK
H2_CCGT_PWR

Levl.

Mrg.

cost

abat.

Flex.

Mat.

Publ.

Rgl.

accpt.

cov.

→
1

0

33.88

0.14

2.76

0.1

0.04

0

1

0

9.34

0.05

0.88

0

0.01

0

1

0.45

22.97

0

1.87

0.17

0

0

1

0.37

7.61

0

0.79

0

0.02

0

1

0.23

7.48

0

0.69

0.03

0.01

0

1

0

16.99

0

1.38

0

0

0.01

0.99

0.26

7.18

0

0.7

0

0.01

0

0.98

0.09

7

0

0.56

0

0

0

0.96

0.09

6.85

0

0.54

0

0

0

0.96

0

8.81

0.05

0.88

0

0

0

0.09

0.04

2.1

0

0.17

0.02

0

0

0.07

0.02

1.43

0

0.11

0.01

0

0

0.06

0.02

1.47

0

0.11

0.01

0

0

→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

→
→
→
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Table A-III: Weighting of merits of pathways with DEA: Onsite / back-up power application. The most and least
efficient pathways are shown.
Onsite / Back-up Power Pathway

Eff.

Weight on merits
CO2

ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C
→ H2_FC_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C
H2_FC_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C
H2_FC_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C
H2_FC_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C
H2_FC_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C
H2_FC_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C
H2_FC_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C
H2_FC_PWR
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C
H2_FC_PWR

Levl.

Mrg.

cost

abat.

Flex.

Mat.

Publ.

Rgl.

accpt.

cov.

→ C_UNDRGRND_STRG → H2_BLND_NG_P
→

C_UNDRGRND_STRG

→

H2_T&D_P

1

0

0

0.01

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0.01

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0.01

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0.01

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0.01

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0.01

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0.01

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0.01

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0.01

1

0

0

0

1

0.41

9.65

0

0.76

0.11

0

0

0.66

0.18

7.33

0

0

0

0

0.01

0.2

0.58

0

0.01

0.49

0.03

0

0

0.16

0.05

1.9

0

0.17

0

0

0

0.13

0.08

1.88

0

0.15

0.02

0

0

→

→ C_UNDRGRND_STRG → ONSITE_USE →
→
→
→
→
→
→

C_GAS_STRG

→

H2_BLND_NG_P

C_GAS_STRG
C_GAS_STRG
C_GAS_STRG
C_GAS_STRG
C_GAS_STRG

→
→
→

H2_T&D_P

→

ONSITE_USE

→

H2_BLND_NG_P
→

→

→

→

H2_T&D_P

→

ONSITE_USE

→

[NG_PROD] → [NG_STRG] → [NG_TRNSP] → [NG_ICE_PWR]
BIO_GSF_MED_C
→ C_GAS_STRG
→
ONSITE_USE →
H2_FC_PWR
…
NG_SR_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → H2_T&D_P →
H2_FC_PWR
NG_SR_SML_C → C_GAS_STRG → METHANATION →
NG_FC_PWR
NG_SR_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → METHANATION →
NG_FC_PWR
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Table A-IV: Weighting of merits of pathways with DEA: Industrial heat application. The most and least efficient
pathways are shown.
Industrial Heat Pathway

Eff.

Weight on merits
CO2

BIO_SR_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → ONSITE_USE →
H2_IND_BOIL_HEAT
BIO_SR_LRG_C
→
NO_STRG
→
H2_T&D_P
→
H2_IND_BOIL_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → ONSITE_USE →
H2_IND_BOIL_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C
→
C_GAS_STRG
→
ONSITE_USE →
H2_IND_BOIL_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C → C_GAS_STRG → ONSITE_USE →
H2_IND_BOIL_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → H2_BLND_NG_P
→ H2_IND_BOIL_HEAT
…
NG_SR_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → H2_T&D_P
H2_IND_BOIL_HEAT
NG_SR_SML_C
→
C_GAS_STRG
→
LQ_TRUCK
H2_IND_BOIL_HEAT
NG_SR_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → LQ_TRUCK
H2_IND_BOIL_HEAT

Levl.

Mrg.

cost

abat.

Flex.

Mat.

Publ.

Rgl.

accpt.

cov.

1

0

115.5

0

0

0.03

0.08

0

1

0

85.7

0

0

0.02

0.06

0

1

0.33

54.55

0

0.55

0

0.04

0

1

0.46

52.24

0

0.67

0.01

0.02

0

1

0.31

50.73

0

0.51

0

0.04

0

0.91

0.86

47.75

0

0.91

0

0

0

0.19

0

22.53

0

0.14

0.03

0

0

0.18

0

14.27

0

0.09

0.02

0

0

0.16

0

14.64

0

0.13

0

0.01

0

→
→
→
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Table A-V: Weighting of merits of pathways with DEA: Pathways for Building heat application. The most and
least efficient pathways are shown.
HFC Technology Pathway

Eff.

Weight on merits
CO2

ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → H2_BLND_NG_P
→ H2_FC_DCHP_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → H2_T&D_P →
H2_FC_DCHP_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → LQ_TRUCK →
H2_FC_DCHP_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → ONSITE_USE →
H2_FC_DCHP_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C → C_GAS_STRG → H2_BLND_NG_P →
H2_FC_DCHP_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C
→
C_GAS_STRG
→
H2_T&D_P
→
H2_FC_DCHP_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C
→
C_GAS_STRG
→
LQ_TRUCK
→
H2_FC_DCHP_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_LRG_C
→
C_GAS_STRG
→
ONSITE_USE →
H2_FC_DCHP_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C → C_GAS_STRG → H2_BLND_NG_P →
H2_FC_DCHP_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C
→
C_GAS_STRG
→
H2_T&D_P
→
H2_FC_DCHP_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C
→
C_GAS_STRG
→
LQ_TRUCK
→
H2_FC_DCHP_HEAT
ELCTRLYZ_MED_C → C_GAS_STRG → ONSITE_USE →
H2_FC_DCHP_HEAT
[NG_PROD]
→
[NG_STRG]
→
[NG_TRNSP]
→
[NG_DCHP_HEAT]
[NG_PROD]
→
[NG_STRG]
→
[NG_TRNSP]
→
[NG_RES_BOIL_HEAT]
…
NG_SR_SML_C → C_GAS_STRG → METHANATION →
NG_FC_mCHP_HEAT
NG_SR_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → METHANATION →
NG_FC_mCHP_HEAT
NG_SR_LRG_C → C_UNDRGRND_STRG → LQ_TRUCK →
H2_FC_DCHP_HEAT

Levl.

Mrg.

cost

abat.

Flex.

Mat.

Publ.

Rgl.

accpt.

cov.

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

16.04

0

0.04

11

0.11

0

0

0.93

14.97

0

0.04

10.26

0.1

0

0

0.28

0

10.19

0

0.1

0

0

0

0.24

0

10.39

0

0.07

0.02

0

0

0.23

0

10.18

0

0.06

0.04

0

0
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